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Abstract

Low rank tensor decomposition has been playing for the last years an important role in many appli-

cations such as blind source separation, telecommunications, sensor array processing, neuroscience,

chemometrics, and data mining. The Canonical Polyadic tensor decomposition is very attractive when

compared to standard matrix-based tools, manly on system identification. In this thesis, we propose:

(i) several algorithms to compute specific low rank-approximations: finite/iterative rank-1 approxima-

tions, iterative deflation approximations, and orthogonal tensor decompositions. (ii) A new strategy

to solve multivariate quadratic systems, where this problem is reduced to a best rank-1 tensor approx-

imation problem. (iii) Theoretical results to study and proof the performance or the convergence of

some algorithms. All performances are supported by numerical experiments.

Keywords: CP decomposition, rank-1 approximation, deflation, quadratic system, orthogonal

tensor.
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Nomenclature

K the set of numbers in a generic field.

N the set of nonnegative integers.

N
n the set of vectors with n-nonnegative integer entries.

N
n
t the set of vectors with n-nonnegative integer entries bounded by t ∈ N such that

N
n
t = {α ∈ N

n||α| :=∑n
i=1 αi ≤ t}.

R
+ the set of nonnegative real numbers.

R[x] the ring of multivariate real polynomials in n variables.

VK VK(I) is the variety associated to I ⊆ R[x], i.e., VK(I) = {x ∈ K
n|f(x) = 0 ∀f ∈ I}.

xα the monomial whose degree is |α|, i.e., xα = xα1
1 . . . xαn

n .

pα the coefficient of the monomial xα of the polynomial p(x).

� M � 0, means that M is semidefinite positive.

⌈·⌉ ⌈x⌉ is the smallest integer not less than x.

〈·, ·〉 the inner product.

‖ · ‖ The Frobenius norm.

‖ · ‖2 The spectral norm.

⊗ the tensor product.

⊠ the Kronecker product.

⊙ the Khatri-Rao product.

deg the degree of a polynomial.

dim the dimension of a subspace.

Ran the range or column space. For instance Ran(M) is the column space of matrix M .

span the space spanned by a set of vectors,matrices or tensors.

card the cardinality of a set.

ker the kernel of a matrix.

trace the trace of a matrix.

O Landau’s notation for computational complexity. Only multiplications are counted.
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18 Notations

E{·} Expected value.

δ(x) Indicator function defined as: δ(x) = 1 if x = 0, and δ(x) = 0 otherwise.

kA Kruskal’s rank of the matrix A.



Abbreviations and acronyms

ACF Alternating Conjugated Factors
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CANDCOMP CANonical DECOMPosition

CAPD Combined Alternating Projection and Deflation

CE Coupled Eigenvalue
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CPS Conjugated Partially Symmetric

DS-CDMA Direct-Sequence Code-Division Multiple Access

ELS Enhanced Line Search

FLOPS floating-point operations per second

HOSVD Higer-Order Singular Value Decomposition
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MIMO Multiple Input - Multiple Output

PARAFAC Parallel Factor Analysis

RHS Right-Hand Side

SDP Semidefinite Programming

SeROAP Sequential Rank-One Approximation and Projection

SOS Sum-Of-Squares

ST-HOSVD Sequentially Truncated HOSVD

SVD Singular Value Decomposition

THOSVD Truncation of HOSVD

cte constant

s.t. subject to

w.r.t. with respect to
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 An introduction to canonical polyadic tensor decomposition

The Canonic Polyadic (CP) tensor decomposition1 has become an attractive mathematical tool these

last ten years in various fields, such as blind source separation [Comon 2010], telecommunications

[de Almeida 2007], chemometrics [Smilde 2005], neuroscience [Becker 2014], sensor array process-

ing [Sahnoun 2015] and data mining [Savas 2008]. The interest in resorting to CP tensor decomposi-

tion, compared to more standard matrix-based approaches, lies in the uniqueness of the decomposi-

tion.

Let T ∈ K
I1×···×IN be a N -order tensor with entries in some field K, the CP decomposition is

given by

T =
R∑

r=1

λr(a
(r)
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a

(r)
N ), (1.1)

with λr ∈ K, a
(r)
j ∈ K

Ij , 1 ≤ r ≤ R, 1 ≤ j ≤ N , and R is the minimal number of rank-one

components, namely, the rank of the tensor [Hitchcock 1927].

Tensors can be represented in a matrix way, which is called unfoldings. Actually, there exists

several ways to “matricizing” a tensor. Here, one uses the representation in [Kolda 2009]. For an

N -order tensor, one has N different unfoldings, each one under each dimension of the tensor. The

n-unfolding of a tensor is given by

T (n) = AnΛ(AN ⊙ · · · ⊙An+1 ⊙An−1 ⊙ · · · ⊙A1)
T, (1.2)

where

An =
[
a
(1)
n · · · a

(R)
n

]
and Λ = diag

(
λ1, · · · , λR

)
.

Figure 1.1 illustrates a decomposition of a three-way tensor.

The goal of CP decomposition is to find all components λr and a
(r)
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ r ≤ R

from tensor T . However, in practice, tensors are corrupted by noise so that one needs to compute an

approximate decomposition since the rank is unknown. The approximation problem is stated as

argmin
λr ,‖a

(r)
i ‖=1

‖T −
R∑

r=1

λr(a
(r)
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a

(r)
N )‖. (1.3)

1The CP decomposition is also called PARAFAC or CANDECOMP in the literature.
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T
I1

I2
I3

= +

λ1·

a
(1)
1

a
(1)
2

a
(1)
3

+ · · ·+
λ2·

a
(2)
1

a
(2)
2

a
(2)
3

λR·

a
(R)
1

a
(R)
2

a
(R)
3

Figure 1.1: CP decomposition of a three-way tensor.

Although finding a low rank approximation is an ill-posed problem in general [De Silva 2008,

Hillar 2013], some classical algorithms are still useful to compute CP decomposition. The main

workhorse for solving CP is Alternating Least Squares (ALS), which is a simple iterative method

that updates alternately the factor matrices An, 1 ≤ n ≤ N in equation 1.2. There are also algo-

rithms based on all-at-once estimation of the matrix factors such as Conjugate Gradient (CG) and

Levemberg-Maquardt (LM) methods [Paatero 1997, Comon 2009a]. Some algebraic geometric meth-

ods are developed in [Lasserre 2001, Bucero 2014] in order to recover all components, however, there

are some limitations with these methods, such as the exponential growth of the number of variables

due to convex relaxations which compromises the time of computation for solving the problem. Fi-

nally, one cites deflation methods such those in [Cichocki 2009a, Phan 2014], where the main idea is

to compute the components of the tensor by applying successive rank-one approximations and sub-

tractions.

In the following, we present the main motivations regarding the choice of the CP decomposition

as my research subject, and also the objectives of the thesis.

1.2 Why study the canonical polyadic tensor decomposition?

As mentioned before, the CP decomposition plays a prominent role in a wide number of applica-

tions, and it also has advantageous mathematical properties when compared to matrix decompositions.

These practical and theoretical points of CP are the main motivations to study this decomposition in

my thesis. In the following, we point out the advantage of using tensor approach instead of the matrix

one. Next, we draw some example of applications at which the CP decomposition takes place.

Let M be a I1× I2 matrix with entries in some field K. This matrix can be decomposed as a sum

of rank-1 matrices as follows

M =
R∑

r=1

λrurv
H

r , (1.4)

where ur ∈ K
I1 and vr ∈ K

I2 , ∀r. When rank(M ) = R > 1, there exist infinitely many factors

ur,vr, 1 ≤ r ≤ R satisfying the decomposition (1.4). Indeed,

M = λ1u1v
H

1 + λ2u2v
H

2 + · · ·+ λRuRv
H

R

= λ1(b+ u2)v
H

1 + λ2u2v
H

2 + · · ·+ λRuRv
H

R

= λ1bv
H

1 + u2(λ1v
H

1 + λ2v
H

2 ) + · · ·+ λRuRv
H

R,
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for b = u1 − u2 ∈ K
I1 . Notice that other choices for b could be made.

In order to ensure a unique decomposition for M , we must impose some conditions. Uniqueness

is possible, for instance, if the factors ur and vr, 1 ≤ r ≤ R, are orthogonal to one another (i.e.

〈ui,uj〉 = 0 and 〈vi,vj〉 = 0, i 6= j), and λi 6= λj,∀i 6= j. These constraints define the singular

value decomposition (SVD) of M .

The orthogonality of the factors is a strong condition to guarantee the uniqueness of the decompo-

sition of M . In fact, if a problem is modeled as in (1.4) but not with orthogonal factors, the estimation

of these factors would be very hard or even impossible. Thus, the CP tensor decomposition arises as

a powerful tool that ensures the uniqueness of the factors2 under weaker conditions.

The most known result of uniqueness is a sufficient condition due to Kruskal [Kruskal 1977,

Stegeman 2007], which was generalized by other authors to N -th order tensors [Sidiropoulos 2000a].

Let A1,A2, . . . ,AN be the factor matrices of a rank-R complex tensor T . If
∑N

n=1 kAn ≥ 2R +

N − 1, then the decompostion of T is essentially unique. kAn
is the Kruskal’s rank of the unfolding

An. In addition to the Kruskal’s condition, necessary conditions to uniqueness were formulated in

[Liu 2001, De Lathauwer 2006]. Besides, the authors in [Lim 2014] present a condition for unique-

ness and existence of low rank tensor approximations based on a coherence measure, giving thus an

angular interpretation of the approximate decomposition.

Another motivation for studying the CP tensor decompostion is its applicability in several do-

mains. We described here three examples of applications on digital communications [Lim 2014,

Sidiropoulos 2000b, de Almeida 2006]. The choice of this domain lies in the fact that part of this the-

sis was supported by the Department of Teleinformatics Engineering at Federal University of Ceará,

so that the interest of developing tensor algorithms keeping in mind this practical domain became

central.

Antenna array processing

We show the application in antenna array processing described in [Lim 2014]. Consider a transmission

of a wireless communication system composed of n-antenna subarrays, each one with m sensors, and

a source in the far field transmitting symbols through a multi-path fading channel. Let bi be the vector

defining the spacial position of the sensors for one of the subarrays called reference subarray. The

position of the other subarrays with the same sensor structure is defined by the vector ∆j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

We set ∆1 = 0 since it denotes the reference subarray. Thus, the signal received at discrete time

tk, k = 1, 2, . . . , l, on the i-th sensor of subarray j is given by

sijk =

R∑

r=1

σr(tk) exp(ψijk), (1.5)

where R is the number of paths, σr(tk) is the r-th path of the transmitted signal at time tk, and

ψijk =
√
−1(ω/c)(bTi dr +∆

T

j dr), with ω the pulsation, c the wave celerity and dr the direction of

arrival of the r-th path onto the array structure.

2We also use equivalently the term essentially unique to indicating that the decomposition is unique with the exception

of the elementary indeterminacies of scaling and permutation of factors.
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This problem can be formulated as a CP decomposition. Indeed, set uir = exp(
√
−1(ω/c)(bTi dr)),

vjr = exp(
√
−1(ω/c)(∆T

j dr)), wkr = σr(tk)/‖σr‖, for σr = [σr(t1) σr(t2) . . . σr(tK)]T, and

λr = ‖σr‖. Thus, we have

sijk =

R∑

r=1

λruirvjrwkr ⇐⇒ S =

R∑

r=1

λr

(
u(r) ⊗ v(r) ⊗w(r)

)
∈ C

m×n×l, (1.6)

where u(r) = [u1r u2r . . . umr]
T,v(r) = [v1r v2r . . . unr]

T, and w(r) = [w1r w2r . . . wlr]
T.

Thereby, solving the CP decomposition provides a blind estimation of the directions dr, the signal

wave form σr and the signal λr power, 1 ≤ r ≤ R.

DS-CDMA communication

The authors in [Sidiropoulos 2000b] use the CP decomposition to estimate some parameters of a DS-

CDMA uplink communication between a single antenna composed of I sensors and R users in a

multipath fading baseband channel. Let αir be the gain of the channel between the sensor i and user

r, sjr the j-th symbol transmitted by user r, and ckr the k-th chip of the spreading code of the user

r. The baseband output of the i-th sensor of the antenna for symbol period j during chip k can be

written as

xijk =

R∑

r=1

αirsjrckr ⇐⇒ X =

R∑

r=1

(
α(r) ⊗ s(r) ⊗ c(r)

)
. (1.7)

Hence, the channel gain, the symbols transmitted by the users and the spreading sequence can be

estimated by decomposing the received signal X . For more details about interference and synchro-

nization issues of the model see the mentioned article.

Block-fading MIMO channel

Finally, a last example of application in digital communications can be found in [de Almeida 2006].

Therein, the authors represent a block-fading MIMO channel as a CP model. LetB be an I×Lmatrix

denoting the collection of L path gains during I transmission blocks, AR(θ) anMR×Lmatrix whose

each element consists of the direction of arrival of the l-th path at the receive antenna mr, and a matrix

C(τ, φ) that represents a combined space-time channel response depending on the departure angles

φ from the transmitted antennas and also on the delay τ of the paths. The dimension of C(τ, φ) is

NP ×L, where N is the size of a training sequence, and P the ratio between the oversampling factor

at the receiver and the symbol rate. Thus, the received signal can be represented as a unfolding matrix

of a three-way tensor as follows

X = C(τ, φ)(B ⊙AR(θ))
T. (1.8)

By using an algorithm such as ALS, the channel fading, the arrival and departure angles, and the path

delay can be estimated from the CP decomposition.
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1.3 Different objectives and the scope of the thesis

This thesis deals with the CP tensor decomposition problems (1.1) and (1.3) in the real and complex

fields. Herein, we intend to contribute with new tools to improve the efficiency of finding solutions

of these problems considering orthogonal and non-orthogonal tensors. We also present a chapter de-

scribing the reduction of quadratic polynomial systems to best rank-1 tensor approximation problems.

In a first stage, our goal is the computation of an approximate CP decomposition when R =

1. Since we know that the best rank-1 approximation problem is NP-hard, the idea is to propose

suboptimal algorithms that gives good rank-1 approximations. For that, we focus on two types of

algorithms: finite and iterative ones. In the first case, our idea was to conceive a simple and efficient

algorithm compared to state-of-art ones. Therefore, we propose an algorithm called SeROAP, that has

been presenting an excellent performance in terms of approximation error for three-way tensors. In

the second case, the goal was the conception of an iterative algorithm presenting some advantage over

the standard algorithm ALS. The CE algorithm fulfills this role under some conditions.

In a second stage, our objective is to solve the low rank CP decomposition by using an itera-

tive deflation algorithm similar to the hierarchical method described in [Cichocki 2009c]. However,

instead of updating alternately the columns of the factor matrices of a tensor, we perform rank-1 ap-

proximations. The reason of proceeding with the computation of rank-1 approximations within the

iterative deflation procedure is because we noted that the best rank-1 approximation of a tensor can

reduce residues very quickly, ensuring a convergence in a few iterations. Again, the difficult of com-

puting the best rank-1 approximation impels us to use finite rank-1 approximations, such as SeROAP,

alternatively, which keeps a reasonable computational complexity as residues are reduced with high

probability. It is important to mention that before using an iterative deflation algorithm to compute the

CP decomposition, we have performed some theoretical studies to ensure the viability of the method.

Another topic described in my thesis is the application of tensors to solve quadratic polynomial

systems. The reduction of a multivariate quadratic system into a best rank-1 approximation problem

provides a set of new tools to tackle these kind of systems, and also evinces some advantages compared

to other standard mathematical tools, such as those in algebraic geometry and Newton-based methods.

Moreover, the best rank-1 approximation always exists and it can be computed by standard algorithms.

The reduction is made only in the real field. However, we have got extending the approach to a specific

complex system but more general than the real one. In the complex case, we propose an algorithm to

compute a constrained rank-1 approximation problem.

Finally, we focus on a particular problem of orthogonal CP tensor decomposition, when one of

the factor matrices is semi-unitary. The goal of this part of the manuscript is the proposition of a new

algorithm based on the combination of the alternating projection method and the deflation procedure,

supported by important convergence guarantees.

1.4 Structure of the thesis and outline

This thesis is composed of a brief introduction, four chapters with results (chapter 2 to 5), and a

summary of conclusions and perspectives. We also have included two appendices. The main points

of each part of the manuscript is presented in the following.
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• Chapter 1: Introduction. The formulation of the CP tensor decomposition. The motivations of

studying the CP decomposition: theoretical advantages over matrix tools and a wide number of

interesting applications. The description of the topics developed during the thesis. The structure

of the manuscript and the publications.

• Chapter 2: Rank-1 tensor approximation. Formulation of the best rank-1 approximation prob-

lem. Description of Lasserre’s approach to solve this problem. Description of a finite rank-1

approximation algorithm, called SeROAP, that is always at least as good as the state-of-art finite

algorithm called ST-HOSVD. Performance of the finites algorithms. Description of an iterative

algorithm, called CE, based on a coupled-eigenvalue problem to compute a rank-1 tensor ap-

proximation. Performance of the CE algorithm.

• Chapter 3: Iterative deflation. Introduction to the deflation procedure. Description of the

iterative deflation algorithm DCPD. Study of the convergence of DCDP under deterministic

and probability conditions. Performance of DCDP with finite rank-1 algorithms.

• Chapter 4: Multivariate quadratic systems and the best rank-1 tensor approximation prob-

lem. Introduction to quadratic polynomial systems. Reduction from quadratic systems to the

best rank-1 approximation problem of three-way real tensors. Discussion on the real tensor

approach. Extension to the complex field and reduction to a conjugated partially symmetric

rank-1 approximation problem. Description of the CPS algorithm. Examples of real and com-

plex systems with/without perturbations. Performance of the tensor approach for solving real

and complex generic systems.

• Chapter 5: Alternating projections on orthogonal CP tensor decomposition. A brief intro-

duction on alternating projection methods and orthogonal tensors. Description of the CAPD

algorithm. Theoretical results on the convergence of CAPD. Results on the orthogonal CP

decomposition with a column-wise factor matrix.

1.5 Publications

A. P. da Silva, P. Comon and A. L. F. de Almeida. An Iterative Deflation Algorithm for Ex-

act CP Tensor Decomposition. IEEE conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing,

Brisbane, 2015;

A. P. da Silva, P. Comon and A. L. F. de Almeida. Rank-1 Tensor Approximation Methods and

Application to Deflation. arXiv:1508.05273, 08 2014.

A. P. da Silva, P. Comon and A. L. F. de Almeida. A Finite Algorithm to Compute Rank-1

Tensor Approximations. IEEE Signal Processing Letters, 2016.

A. P. da Silva, P. Comon and A. L. F. de Almeida. On the Reduction of Multivariate Quadratic

Systems to Best Rank-1 Approximation of Three-way Tensors. Applied Mathematics Letters,

2016.



CHAPTER 2

Rank-1 tensor approximation

In this chapter we study alternatives to compute rank-1 tensor approximations in the real and complex

fields. We start the chapter with the description of the best rank-1 tensor approximation problem, and

the presentation of existing methods to tackle it. The three next sections deal with different approaches

to solve rank-1 approximation problems: algebraic geometry, finite methods and iterative methods.

In the algebraic geometry approach, we start by adapting the problem to use Lasserre’s relaxation

method, which consists of satisfying a constraint condition that ensures the existence of a global

solution. Then, we verify if a certificate of optimality is ensured for a set of real tensors with entries

distributed according to a probability measure, and an example is drawn up. Additionally, we discuss

about the limitations of the method to decompose higher-order and higher-dimension tensors. We

conclude the section with a discussion about other relaxation methods.

In the part concerning finite methods, we begin describing three algorithms: T-HOSVD, ST-

HOSVD and SeROAP. Therein, we show how these methods work and delineate their main features,

including advantages and drawbacks when compared to one another. In the sequel, we give a mathe-

matical proof that our proposed method SeROAP performs at least as good as the other ones in terms

of approximation error for three-way tensors. Next, we compare the performance of the algorithms

by means of simulations for the following scenarios: three-way tensors and higher-order tensors. The

goal is to identify in which configurations SeROAP is useful. The section finishes by comparing the

estimation of the rank-1 approximation delivered by the three methods with the best rank-1 approxi-

mation obtained by means of Lasserre’s method, for 2× 2× 2 real tensors.

The part about iterative methods deals with two specified methods: the standard ALS algorithm

and the proposed CE algorithm. The goal is to propose for three-way tensors that CE can be a com-

petitive algorithm vis-a-vis the standard ALS. First, we detail how our algorithm is formulated, how it

works, and what are its mainly features, in particular the improvement of solutions delivered by other

rank-1 methods, and convergence. Second, we evaluate the performance of CE and ALS in terms of

the approximation error and the average number of iterations to satisfy a stopping criterion, in order

to have a meaningful comparison between both methods.

To close this chapter, we boil down to the main points discussed herein and we also point out some

directions to future work.

Main contributions of this chapter:

• Adaptation of the rank-1 tensor approximation problem to ensure its global solution can be

attained by means of Lasserre’s method. We constrain the scalar parameter λ in Problem (2.1)

in order to ensure that a specific closed ball be present in the description of the set of constraints,

27
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thereby guaranteeing the global minimum of a relaxed version of this problem (see Appendix

(A.2)) is attained;

• Finite method to compute rank-1 tensor approximation. We propose an algorithm, called

SeROAP, based on successive SVDs and projections, which is less computationally demand-

ing than the T-HOSVD algorithm, and has a competitive complexity compared to ST-HOSVD,

for tensors with high dimensions and small order;

• approximation error of SeROAP algorithm. We give an analytic proof that the approximation

error obtained by using SeROAP is always at least as good as T-HOSVD and ST-HOSVD, for

three-way tensors;

• Limitation of SeROAP algorithm. Heuristics show that SeROAP presents a poorer performance

for tensors with order larger than five, when compared to the other algorithms. As a metter of

fact, even for 4-th order tensors, ST-HOSVD performs better than SeROAP. However, SeROAP

is statistically better than THOSVD with high probability for 4-th order tensors.

• Iterative rank-1 tensor approximation. We propose an iterative method, called CE, based on

a coupled-eigenvalue problem that computes rank-1 approximations of three-way tensors. The

framework of how construct the method is drawn up and some theoretical results ensuring the

improvement and convergence of the objective of the rank-1 approximation problem is also

shown;

• Performance of CE method. The method has competitive advantages compared to the stan-

dard ALS. We show that the computational complexity of CE is smaller than ALS when one

dimension of the tensor is sufficiently larger than the other ones. Moreover, for two types of

initializations, simulations show that CE performs better than ALS in terms of approximation

errors and average number of iterations in which a stopping criterion is satisfied.
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2.1 Rank-1 tensor approximation: description and algorithms

Contrary to best rank-r tensor approximations with r > 1, the best rank-1 tensor approximation of

any tensor always exists in R or C since the set of rank-1 tensors is in a cone of Segre varieties

[Abo 2009, Landsberg 2012], which ensures its well-posedness. The complexity class of the best

rank-1 approximation problem is NP-hard.

An interest in rank-1 approximations lies, for instance, in deflation of symmetric and orthog-

onally decomposable tensors [Zhang 2001]. Some applications of the best rank-1 approximation

are multi-target tracking [Shi 2013], blind source separation [Grellier 2000], and blind equalization

[Grellier 1999]. Recently, the authors in [Yang 2016] apply the rank-1 tensor problem to a class of low

rank tensor optimization problems. Another interest lies in their use in iterative deflation technique to

compute the CP tensor decomposition, which will be explained in Chapter 3.

Let λ · a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aN be a rank-1 tensor (or decomposable tensor) in K
I1×I2×...×IN with unit

factors ai, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and λ ≥ 0. The best rank-1 approximation problem can be stated as

pmin = min
λ,ai∈K

Ii

‖T − λ · a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aN‖2

s.t. ‖ai‖ = 1.
(2.1)

To compute the global minimum of Problem (2.1), we could resort to algebraic geometric tools

such as those described in [Lasserre 2001, Bucero 2014]. However, these techniques are only effi-

ciently applied to small-sized real tensors since they introduce a lot of variables due to relaxations, so

that computational complexity and storage requirements become an issue.

Still in the algebraic geometry context, [Nie 2014] describes an algorithm that computes best rank-

1 approximations in a reasonable time, but the global minimum is attained only if some restrictive

rank conditions are satisfied. Again, the drawback is the slow convergence for tensors with moderate

dimensions.

Standard iterative algorithms such those described in Appendix A.1 can be employed to tackle

Problem (2.1). However, as mentioned in chapter 1, these algorithms do not guarantee that the global

minimum will be attained since they are initialization-dependent algorithms, despite the fact that local

convergence is ensured for the standard alternating least squares (ALS) algorithm [Uschmajew 2012].

Another specific iterative algorithm to compute the best rank-1 approximation is introduced by Fried-

land in [Friedland 2013], which is based on the maximal singular pair of matrices but it does not

ensure convergence to the global minimum either.

The best rank-1 tensor approximation can also be computed approximately by finite algorithms,

i.e., algorithms terminating within a finite number of steps. The solutions obtained by them can be

close to the global minimum of Problem (2.1) and they are generally used for initializing standard

iterative algorithms. Moreover, due to their low computational complexity, they are also used in the

iterative deflation context.

Among existing finite algorithms, we highlight here two algorithms based on the singular value

decomposition (SVD). In [De Lathauwer 2000], the authors extend the SVD concept to tensors, and a

rank-1 approximation can be obtained by truncating the proposed higher-order singular value decom-

position. It is called THOSVD throughout this paper. In [Vannieuwenhoven 2012], a new truncated
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strategy to higher order SVD, called ST-HOSVD, presents a computational complexity smaller than

that of THOSVD. Moreover, in terms of approximation error, the authors show that ST-HOSVD is

always at least as good as THOSVD for three-way real tensors when at least one of the unfolding

matrices of the approximating tensor has a rank equal to 1. Therefore, ST-HOSVD has been an

efficient alternative to compute a rank-1 three-way tensor approximation [Vannieuwenhoven 2012].

Other finite rank-1 algorithms are also described in [Grellier 1999, Grellier 2000, Hackbusch 2012].

For computing rank-1 approximations, we propose a finite algorithm, called SeROAP, that com-

putes a rank-1 tensor approximation by means of a sequence of singular value decompositions of

decreasing order tensors followed by a sequence of projections onto Kronecker vectors of increasing

size. The goal of the proposed algorithm is to provide an approximation error at most equal to that

obtained with ST-HOSVD (and consequently at most equal to that of THOSVD) for three-way ten-

sors, with computational complexity smaller than that of THOSVD, and still competitive with that of

ST-HOSVD, at least for tensors of small orders, regardless of their dimensions. These algorithms are

used later in an iterative deflation method to compute low rank tensor approximations.

We also propose an iterative algorithm, called CE, based on an alternating coupled eigenvalue

problem. We prove that the objective of Problem 2.1 convergences to a limit value. Moreover, un-

der some conditions, the computational complex of CE can be lower than that of the standard ALS

algorithm.

2.2 An algebraic geometric approach

The noteworthiness of many tools on algebraic geometry employed in multivariate polynomial op-

timization brings about the use of these tools to solve rank-1 CP tensor approximation problems.

Particularly, polynomial relaxations [Parrilo 2003, Lasserre 2001, Bucero 2014, Laurent 2009] come

up with powerful strategies which turn polynomial-based optimization problems into convex problems

with approximative solutions.

Moment relaxation [Lasserre 2001] is an attractive method that approximates real-valued polyno-

mial optimization problems over closed semialgebraic sets as closely as desired to a finite sequence

of SDP problems. Frequently, this method obtains exactly the global solution of its unrelaxed prob-

lem. We give a brief overview of the moment relaxation technique in Appendix A.2. Some variables

employed there are used throughout this section.

The rank-1 problem (2.1) can be reformulated as a polynomial form as follows

pmin = min
λ∈R+,ai ∈R

Ii

‖T (n) − λ · an(aN ⊠ · · ·⊠ an+1 ⊠ an−1 ⊠ · · ·⊠ a1)
T‖2

s.t. ‖ai‖2 = 1,∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N},
(2.2)

for any unfolding n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. The degree of the cost function is reduced to N + 1 when unit

factors ai are allowed for. Indeed,

‖T (n) − λ · an(aN ⊠ · · ·⊠ an+1 ⊠ an−1 ⊠ · · ·⊠ a1)
T‖2 =

λ2 − 2λ trace(T T

(n)an(aN ⊠ · · · ⊠ an+1 ⊠ an−1 ⊠ · · ·⊠ a1)
T) + ‖T ‖2.

(2.3)
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Problem (2.2) has a unique global minimizer in general [Friedland 2014] up to permutation inde-

terminacies, which accounts for applying the certificate of optimality pointed in Theorem A.2.2, as far

as the moment relaxation approach is concerned. However, in Lasserre’s relaxation context, we must

ensure that the global minimum of relaxed SDP problems is attained, for instance, in the condition of

Proposition A.2.1.

In order to satisfy the condition pointed by Proposition A.2.1, we must add on Problem (2.2) the

following ball constraint

R2 −
(
λ2 +

N∑

i=1

‖ai‖2
)
≥ 0, (2.4)

where R is the ball radius. The factors ai are unit vectors, therefore only the variable λ need to be

bounded to afford a conformed R. Note that λ ≥ 0 and

‖T (n) − λ · an(aN ⊠ · · ·⊠ an+1 ⊠ an−1 ⊠ · · · ⊠ a1)
T‖2 = ‖T ‖2 − λ2,

if the Frobenius norm is used. Thus, ‖T ‖2 − λ2 ≥ 0 =⇒ λ ≤ ‖T ‖. Therefore,

λ2 +

N∑

i=1

‖ai‖2 ≤ ‖T ‖2 +N,

and we can pick any R ≥
√
‖T ‖2 +N to satisfy the inequality (2.4).

Now, we construct the closed semialgebraic set K, defined in Appendix A.2, for Problem (2.2).

Note that each equality constraint ‖ai‖2 = 1 can be written as two inequalities: ‖ai‖2 − 1 ≥ 0 and

−‖ai‖2 + 1 ≥ 0. Thus, we have

K =

{
λ ∈ R,ai ∈ R

Ii
∣∣ λ ≥ 0, ‖ai‖2 − 1 ≥ 0,−‖ai‖2 + 1 ≥ 0,

∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, ‖T ‖2 +N − (λ2 +

N∑

i=1

‖ai‖2) ≥ 0

}
.

(2.5)

We set R =
√
‖T ‖2 +N . Problem (2.2) is then reformulated as follows

pmin = min
K

‖T (n) − λ · an(aN ⊠ · · · ⊠ an+1 ⊠ an−1 ⊠ · · ·⊠ a1)
T‖2. (2.6)

The global minimum of its relaxed SDP version, namely pmom
t (as described in Appendix A.2), is

thus attained with the optimization over K.

As far as Theoreom A.2.2 is concerned, the certificate of optimality is ensured by simulations, as

presented next.

Simulations

In spite of the mathematical elegance of the moment relaxation approach, the size of the involved

matrices and the number of variables of the relaxed SDP problems impose a serious drawback. As
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a matter of fact, Problem (2.2) has F = 1 +
∑N

i=1 Ii variables, whereas the relaxed SDP problem

in Lasserre’s approach has
(F+2t

2t

)
variables. This stems from the introduction of a new variable for

each monomial considering the lexicographic basis [Cox 1992]. Moreover, the size of the moment

matrices is
(
F+t
t

)
. These limitations enforce computer simulations of small-sized tensors.

Let a sample of 100 real 2 × 2 × 2 tensors whose entries are distributed according to a uniform

probability measure in [−1, 1]. For this scenario, dp = 2 and dK = 1, so that t ≥ 2 (vide Ap-

pendix A.2). Using the software GloptiPoly c© [Henrion 2003, Henrion 2009] we have observed for

all tensors that the certificate of optimality is already ensured for t = 3, i.e., pmom
3 = pmin.

We have selected randomly a tensor from the sample, merely as an example, to verify that the

solution obtained by solving the SDP problem for t = 3 is the global minimum of Problem (2.2). Let

its 1-unfolding

T (1) =

[
0.9483 −0.7513 −0.5911 −0.2967
−0.9169 0.1291 −0.9392 −0.2961

]
.

In view of Theorem A.2.2, the condition rank(M 2(y)) = rank(M 1(y)) does not hold for t = 2.

Indeed, rank(M 2(y)) = 9 and rank(M1(y)) = 5. On the other hand, when t = 3, the certificate

of optimality is ensured inasmuch as rank(M 2(y)) = rank(M1(y)) = 4. GloptiPoly c© extracts the

best rank-1 approximation whose a global minimizer is

λ = 1.4791,a1 = [−0.7701 0.6379]T,a2 = [0.8944 − 0.4473]T and a3 = [−0.9951 − 0.0990]T.

The average time of simulations for computing the best rank-1 approximation with moment re-

laxation approach for our sample was about 23.4826 seconds, which is overwhelming compared to

non algebraic approximate algorithms, such as ALS and SeROAP 1. As a metter of fact, as mentioned

before, the size of the relaxed problem increases exponentially. For 2 × 2 × 2 tensors and t = 2, the

relaxed problem has 330 variables and the size of the moment matrix M t(y) is 36× 36. These sizes

rise to 1716 and 120 × 120, respectively, when t = 3.

We are not going to show results for larger tensors because the time for computing best rank-1

approximations with GloptiPoly c© becomes exponentially slower. In fact, we have ascertained that

even simulations in 3× 3× 3 scenarios take more than 30 minutes to compute the global solution.

Other relaxation methods

During our research on applying moment relaxation to the best rank-1 approximation problem, we

have found out other researches on this topic that were standing out from other ones, such as those in

[Nie 2014] and [Bucero 2014].

The former article proposes semidefinite relaxations algorithms based on SOS, that compute

best rank-1 approximations if some rank conditions are satisfied, otherwise a nonlinear optimiza-

tion method should be applied to improve the solution. In spite of these conditions, the authors claim

their methods find best rank-1 approximations most of the time. Results for symmetric and non sym-

metric real tensors are shown even for moderate-sized ones in a reasonable time. For random tensors

1The computational time of ALS and SeROAP algorithms is of around few milliseconds for 2× 2× 2 tensors.
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with dimensions equal to 15 and order 6, their method finds a best rank-1 approximation in only

4 minutes approximately, which would be unfeasible with Laserre’s approach. Nonetheless, the time

of simulations becomes a drawback for tensors with dimensions larger than 30, even for three-way

tensors.

The latter improves the efficiency of Lasserre’s moment approach by using border basis reduction

[Mourrain 2012]. The authors take the same examples within [Nie 2014] and show that their method

computes best rank-1 approximations. Besides, the method is also applied to find the best rank-2

approximation of a symmetric 3× 3× 3× 3 tensor. The time of simulations is not presented in their

results but it is expected to be much faster than Lasserre’s.

On account of the auspicious results that had been developing by both aforementioned researches

at the time that our research was in progress, we felt ourselves pressured to call off the Lasserre’s

relaxation approach. As a metter of fact, we have decided to switch to standard tools in linear algebra,

as presented in further sections.

2.3 Finite rank-1 approximation algorithms

THOSVD and ST-HOSVD are conceived to compute low multilinear rank approximations. The

former was proposed in [De Lathauwer 2000] in the context of the generalization of the SVD. It

has been playing a prominent role in many applications where compression is desired, such as sig-

nal processing [De Lathauwer 2004, Muti 2005], computer vision [Vasilescu 2002], and data mining

[Savas 2003, Savas 2007]. The latter is an alternative method to compute HOSVD with low com-

putational complexity. Contrary to THOSVD, the approximation error computed with ST-HOSVD

depends on the order in which the modes are processed, i.e., different order of modes imply different

approximation errors. ST-HOSVD is always at least as good as THSOVD for three-way tensors when

at least one multilinear rank is equal to 1. Note that the CP rank-1 tensor approximation is equiv-

alent to the multilinear rank-(1, 1, . . . , 1) approximation, thereby only the rank-1 version of these

algorithms are presented in this manuscript.

Our proposed finite method SeROAP computes rank-1 approximations based on a sequence of

singular value decompositions followed by a sequence of projections onto Kronecker vectors. The

approximation error is at most equal to that of ST-HOSVD for three-way tensors with the same or-

dering of modes in both algorithms. In this section, we begin describing THOSVD and ST-HOSVD

for the rank-1 case and set forth its interest in rank-1 approximations. In a second stage, we draw our

attention to SeROAP, describing its formulation and pointing out its advantages.

Truncation of HOSVD

THOSVD is described in the lines of Algorithm 1. Every n-factor is computed by applying the SVD

algorithm onto the respective n-mode of T and keeping the dominant left singular vector un. With

all factors, the rank-1 approximation is obtained by computing the tensor product of the N factors,

that is U , and performing the contraction of T onto U .

We delineate the following points about THSOVD algorithm.
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input : T ∈ K
I1×I2×···×IN : input data

output: X ∈ K
I1×I2×···×IN : rank-1 approximation

for n = 1 to N do

un ← first left singular vector of T (n) ;

end

U ← ⊗N
n=1un;

λ← 〈T ,U〉;
X ← λ · U .

Algorithm 1: THOSVD algorithm - Multilinear rank-(1, 1, . . . , 1).

• For computing the first left singular vector we do not need to compute the complete SVD in

every iteration n, but only the dominant singular values. We use Lanczos algorithm running

with a number of k steps [Comon 1990] to compute the singular triplet of a m × n matrix,

with a complexity O{2kmn}. In practice, taking k equal to 3 or 4 is enough. Thereby, the

accumulated complexity computed for all un in THOSVD is equal to O{2Nk∏N
j=1 Ij}. The

computation of U requires
∏N

j=1 Ij FLOPS. The contraction to obtain λ (line λ← 〈T ,U〉)
also needs

∏N
j=1 Ij operations. To sum up, the total number of operations of THOSVD is of

order:

O
{
(2Nk + 2)

N∏

j=1

Ij

}
;

• Contrary to matrices, the truncated SVD for higher order tensors does not provide a best rank-1

approximation, in spite of keeping a compressed information of T in multilinear sense. Notice

also that in every iteration n, the truncated SVD is calculated for modes of size
∏N

j=1 Ij , which

is more computationally expensive when compared with other reduced-order methods (i.e. ST-

HOSVD and SeROAP);

Sequentially truncated HOSVD.

The ST-HOSVD algorithm is an alternative strategy that can be used to compute a rank-1 approxi-

mation of a tensor [Vannieuwenhoven 2012]. The idea behind this algorithm in this case is to con-

struct the rank-1 tensor approximation with the principal left singular vectors ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, as in

THOSVD, but computed from a sequence of tensors of smaller and smaller order, which in turn are

constructed from the principal right singular vectors. Herein, we omit the effect of singular values,

present in the description of ST-HOSVD in [Vannieuwenhoven 2012], because they do not affect the

computation of the factors for rank-1 approximations. The approximation error ‖T − X‖, for an

estimated rank-1 tensor X , depends on the order in which the modes are processed.

Let πi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , be the unfolding operator applied to a tensor T ∈ K
I1×I2×···×IN along

the i-th mode. The unfolding operator is the procedure of reshaping the entries of a tensor into a

matrix form [Kolda 2009]. Herein, T (i) = πi(T ) is a matrix representation of T in the matrix space

K
Ii×I1I2···Ii−1Ii+1···IN . Let also π−1

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N, be its inverse operator applied to a matrix form

that recovers the original tensor T , that is T = π−1
i (T (i)). We assume p = [p1 p2 . . . pN ], with
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pi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and pi 6= pj for i 6= j, a vector that defines the ordering of modes processed in

ST-HOSVD.

The rank-1 version of ST-HOSVD algorithm is described as follows: the principal left singular

vector of the unfolding S(p1), say up1 , is computed as the first factor of the rank-1 approximation.

The tensor S = π−1
p1 (v

T
p1), where vp1 is the principal right singular vector of S(p1), is an N − 1-th

order tensor, since Ip1 = 1. At the next step, up2 is obtained by computing again the principal left

singular vector of the unfolding S(p2) of S. The tensor π−1
p2 (v

T
p2), where vp2 is the principal right

singular vector of S(p2), is now an (N − 2)-th order tensor (Ip1 = Ip2 = 1). The process continues

according to p until all factors un are computed and π−1
pN

(vT
pN

) is a scalar number. In order to obtain

a suboptimal solution X , we contract T onto U = ⊗N
n=1un, viz., λ = 〈T ,U〉, and set the rank-1

approximation as X = λ · U . The method is detailed in Algorithm 2.

input : T ∈ K
I1×I2×···×IN : input data, p : processing order

output: X ∈ K
I1×I2×···×IN : rank-1 approximation

S ← T

for n← p1, p2, . . . , pN do

S(n) ← πn(S)

un ← principal left singular vector of S(n)

vn ← principal right singular vector of S(n)

S ← π−1
n (vT

n)

end

U ← ⊗N
n=1un;

λ← 〈T ,U〉;
X ← λ · U .

Algorithm 2: ST-HOSVD algorithm - Multilinear rank-(1, 1, . . . , 1).

We have some comments about ST-HOSVD algorithm for rank-1 approximations:

• The ordering vector p impacts on the reduction (or increase) of the computational complex-

ity of ST-HOSVD. For computing the principal singular vectors of S(n) at iteration n, we

need O{2k∏N
i=n Ipi} operations. Thus, the complexity to compute all factors un is of order

O{2k∑N−1
n=1

∏N
i=n Ipi}. Note that if the dimensions of T were sorted otherwise, the com-

plexity would be different. Moreover, compared to THOSVD, ST-HOSVD has smaller com-

putational complexity. Indeed, as we saw, the main loop of THOSVD has O{2kN ∏N
i=1 Ii}

operations.

• The approximation error of the rank-1 approximation of T also depends on the choice of the

ordering vector p. As a metter of fact, for finding the optimal configuration that minimize

the approximation error, we should compute the error in N ! different configurations, which is

intractable for large order tensors;

• Apart from the conditions brought up before, it is not ensured that ST-HOSVD performs as

good as the THOSVD algorithm [Vannieuwenhoven 2012].
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Sequential Rank-One Approximation and Projection

The proposed algorithm, called SeROAP, is a competitive finite algorithm that computes a rank-1

tensor approximation. As ST-HOSVD, SeROAP also constructs a sequence of tensors of smaller and

smaller order, thereby the approximation error depends on the ordering of modes in the process.

Contrary to ST-HOSVD, SeROAP does not compute the factors at every iteration. Instead, the

rank-1 approximation is directly computed after a projection process. The order-N version of SeROAP

algorithm goes along the lines depicted in Algorithm 3 (see also [da Silva 2014] for a longer descrip-

tion).

input : T ∈ K
I1×I2×···×IN : input data, p : processing order

output: X ∈ K
I1×I2×···×IN : rank-1 approximation

S ← T

for n← p1, p2, . . . , pN−1 do

S(n) ← πn(S)

vn ← principal right singular vector of S(n)

S ← π−1
n (vT

n)

end

u← principal left singular vector of S(pN−1)

w ← v∗
pN−1

⊠ u

for n← pN−2, pN−3, . . . , p1 do

X(n) ← S(n)wwH

w ← vec(X(n))

end

X ← π−1
p1 (X(p1))

Algorithm 3: SeROAP algorithm

The SeROAP algorithm can be described in two different phases: decreasing tensor order and

projection. The decreasing order phase (first for loop) is similar to ST-HOSVD algorithm, except

that in SeROAP the factors of the rank-1 approximation are still not computed. As a metter of fact,

the goal here is to store the unfoldings S(p1),S(p2), . . . ,S(pN−2) to project their rows into Kronecker

vectors that will be obtained in the projection phase. After the first loop, a Kronecker vector w is

obtained from the last unfolding S(pN−1) by computing its rank-1 approximation. For SeROAP, we

do not need to take use of the last element pN of the mode ordering.

In the projection phase (second for loop), at the first step, we project the rows of the matrix

S(pN−2) onto the Kronecker vector w, by performing X(pN−2) = S(pN−2)wwH. Notice that X(pN−2)

can be viewed as the unfolding of a rank-1 three-way tensor. Indeed,

X(pN−2) =S(pN−2)wwH ⇐⇒
X (pN−2) = S(pN−2)w ⊗ u∗ ⊗ vpN−1

.

The vector w is updated using the vec operator applied to X(pN−2). Since X(pN−2) is the unfold-

ing of a three-way tensor, vec(X(pN−2)) is a Kronecker product of three vectors: vec(X(pN−2)) =

vpN−1
⊠ u∗

⊠ S(pN−2)w. Thus, at the next iteration, the unfolding S(pN−3) is projected now onto
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a three-way Kronecker vector. This projection generates a matrix X(pN−3) that is the unfolding of a

4-th order tensor. By continuing the process, we note that at the end of the projection phase, the vector

w is a Kronecker product of N − 1 vectors, so that the matrix X(p1) is actually the unfolding of an

order-N rank-1 tensor.

We draw some important aspects about SeROAP method:

• The complexity of SeROAP is O{2k∑N−1
n=1

∏N
i=n Ipi} for the decreasing order phase, and

O{2∑N−1
n=1

∏N
i=n Ipi} for the projection phase. Moreover, all matrices S(p1),S(p2), . . . ,S(pN−2)

must be stored before the second phase, which gives a total of
∑N−2

n=1

∏N
i=n Ipi push op-

erations. Notice that if N is not large, the complexity of SeROAP is smaller than that of

THOSVD, and not much larger than that of ST-HOSVD. For instance, for k = 4, N = 3 and

I1 = I2 = I3 = 100, we have approximately 24, 8.08, and 10.1 million FLOPS for THOSVD,

ST-HOSVD and SeROAP algorithms, respectively. For SeROAP, we need 106 floating points

in memory to store the unfolding matrix S(p1).

• As ST-HOSVD algorithm, different ordering vectors p yield different approximation errors;

• The idea behind the computation of the factors un, for p1 ≤ n < pN , from the reshaped form of

the right singular vectors vn, lies on the fact that the straight line along vn fits the row vectors

of S(n) such that the sum of squared distances of the row vectors from the line is minimized.

Thus, we try to find approximate vectors w fitting the rows of increasing order unfolded tensors

X (n), and thus obtain a good rank-1 approximation;

• For higher order tensors, the successive projections of SeROAP introduces errors in the rank-1

tensor approximation so that the comparison with THOSVD and ST-HOSVD methods could

not be recommended. More details in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Theoretical result for rank-1 approximation methods

For three-way tensors, in SeROAP we only need to compute the principal singular triplet of two

matrices: one to reduce the order of the tensor, and the other to construct the Kronecker vector. Yet,

only a single projection is performed to obtain the rank-1 approximation. In this case, we present in

the following a theoretical result showing that the rank-1 approximation computed with SeROAP is

always at least as good as that delivered by ST-HOSVD, for the same ordering of modes.

Theorem 2.3.1 Let T ∈ K
I1×I2×I3 be a three-way tensor. K = C or R. Let also X ST and X Se be

the rank-1 approximations delivered by ST-HOSVD and SeROAP algorithms, respectively. Then the

approximation error

‖T −X Se‖ ≤ ‖T −X ST‖

holds for any mode ordering defined by p.

Proof: Let p = [p1 p2 p3], with pi ∈ {1, 2, 3} and pi 6= pj for i 6= j. Let also T (p1), X
ST
(p1)

and

XSe
(p1)

be the unfolding matrix along mode p1 of tensors T , X ST and X Se, respectively.
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Denoting by up1 ,up2 and up3 the factors obtained with ST-HOSVD, the approximation error can be

written as

‖T (p1) −XST
(p1)
‖2 = ‖T (p1) − λup1(up3 ⊠ up2)

T‖2,
where λ is a positive scalar number for unit factors un, n ∈ {p1, p2, p3}. Hence,

‖T (p1)−λup1(up3 ⊠ up2)
T‖2 =

‖T ‖2 − λ trace{T H

(p1)
up1(up3 ⊠ up2)

T}−
− λ∗ trace{T (p1)(u

∗
p3 ⊠ u∗

p2)u
T

p1}+ λ∗λ. (2.7)

The scalar λ is actually the contraction of T onto the unit rank-1 tensor up1 ⊗ up2 ⊗ up3 , so that it

can be written as

λ = trace{T H

(p1)
up1(up3 ⊠ up2)

T} = uH

p1T (p1)(u
∗
p3 ⊠ u∗

p2). (2.8)

Plugging (2.8) into equation (2.7), we obtain, after simplifications,

‖T (p1) −XST
(p1)
‖2 = ‖T ‖2 − |λ|2.

Note that uH
p1T (p1) = ‖T (p1)‖2 vH

p1 for the principal singular triplet (up1 ,vp1 , ‖T (p1)‖2) of T (p1),

where ‖ · ‖2 stands for the spectral norm. Hence

λ = uH

p1T (p1)(u
∗
p3 ⊠ u∗

p2) = ‖T (p1)‖2 vH
p1(u

∗
p3 ⊠ u∗

p2)

=⇒ |λ|2 = ‖T (p1)‖22 |vH

p1(u
∗
p3 ⊠ u∗

p2)|2,

which leads to the following approximation error

‖T (p1) −XST
(p1)
‖2 = ‖T ‖2 − ‖T (p1)‖22 |vH

p1(u
∗
p3 ⊠ u∗

p2)|2.

On the other hand for SeROAP, we have XSe
(p1)

= T (p1)wwH, for w = v∗
p2 ⊠ u. Thus,

‖T (p1) −XSe
(p1)
‖2 = ‖T (p1) − T (p1)wwH‖2

= ‖T ‖2 + ‖T (p1)w‖2 ‖w‖2 − 2‖T (p1)w‖2

= ‖T ‖2 −wHTH

(p1)
T (p1)w. (2.9)

The vectors u and vp2 are the principal left and right singular vectors of the unfolding S(p2), as

described in Algorithm 3. The eigenvalue decomposition of TH

(p1)
T (p1) can be expressed by

TH

(p1)
T (p1) = ‖T (p1)‖22vp1v

H

p1 + V , (2.10)

where V is a semidefinite positive matrix. Plugging (2.10) into (2.9)

‖T (p1) −XSe
(p1)
‖2 = ‖T ‖2 − ‖T (p1)‖22wHvp1v

H

p1w − c
= ‖T ‖2 − ‖T (p1)‖22|vH

p1w|2 − c,
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with c = wHV w ≥ 0.

To complete the proof of the theorem, we just need to show that |vH
p1w|2 ≥ |vH

p1(u
∗
p3 ⊠ u∗

p2)|2, or

equivalently that

|〈w,vp1〉| ≥ |〈u∗
p3 ⊠ u∗

p2 ,vp1〉|.

This is true, because w is by construction (cf. Algorithm 3) the vector closest to vp1 among all vectors

of the form a⊠ b where a and b have unit norm. �

Corollary 2.3.2 Let X TH be the rank-1 approximation delivered by THOSVD algorithm. Then the

approximation error

‖T −X Se‖ ≤ ‖T −X TH‖
holds for any mode ordering defined by p.

Proof: The proof follows directly from Theorem 2.3.1 above and from Theorem 7.2 described in

[Vannieuwenhoven 2012], in which the approximation error computed with ST-HOSVD is at most

equal to that obtained with THOSVD for three-way tensors, when at least one of the multilinear ranks

of the approximating tensor is equal to 1. �

2.3.2 Performance of finite rank-1 approximation methods

In this section, we are going to evaluate the performance of SeROAP, THOSVD and ST-HOSVD

in terms of approximation error. Firstly, we compare SeROAP and THOSVD for different three-

way tensor sizes with entries in the complex field, and considering three different order of modes.

The same comparison is made in the following for SeROAP and ST-HOSVD. Secondly, we evaluate

all methods under higher order tensor scenarios. Finally, we measure how far the estimated rank-1

approximations are from the best rank-1 approximation, which is obtained from Lasserre’s approach.

Scenarios of three-way tensors

To compare the approximation error of the rank-1 approximation methods SeROAP, THOSVD and

ST-HOSVD, we have simulated four tensor scenarios: 3 × 4 × 5, 3 × 4 × 20, 3 × 20 × 20 and

20×20×20, which are labeled as scenarios 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. With these scenarios, we have

intended to take into account cases with equal dimensions or not. For each of them, a sample of 300

complex tensors with real and imaginary parts uniformly distributed in [−1, 1] was generated thereby

ensuring a coherent and meaningful comparison.

As mentioned in previous sections, the approximation error of SeROAP depends on the choice of

the order of modes. Therefore, we have computed the solution delivered by SeROAP in three different

modes defined by the permutations p1 = [1 2 3], p2 = [2 3 1], and p3 = [3 1 2].

In order to characterize the comparison between SeROAP and THOSVD methods, we introduce

the following metric

∆φt = ‖T −X TH‖ − ‖T −X Se‖,
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which is the difference between the approximation errors obtained by both methods. Notice that

∆φt > 0 implies that SeROAP performs better than THOSVD.

Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 depict the better performance of SeROAP over THSOVD for p1, p2, and

p3, respectively.
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Figure 2.1: SeROAP vs THOSVD - p1 = [1 2 3].
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Figure 2.2: SeROAP vs THOSVD - p2 = [2 3 1].
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Figure 2.3: SeROAP vs THOSVD - p3 = [3 1 2].

As predicted by Proposition 2.3.1, the results show that the approximation error is smaller for

SeROAP algorithm. Indeed, it turns out that ∆φt > 0 for the three order of modes employed in
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SeROAP.

The behavior of ∆φt does not change significantly throughout the different permutations. How-

ever, with the variation of dimension sizes, we have noted different distribution of ∆φt values. As a

metter of fact, the larger the dimensions, more ∆φt concentrates around some value. For instance, the

scenario with 20× 20× 20 tensors, ∆φt ≈ 0.5. Notice also the distribution of ∆φt values reduces as

the size of dimensions increases (compare scenarios 2, 3 and 4).

Now, we focus on the comparison of the approximation error obtained with SeROAP and ST-

HOSVD. As defined before, we use the following metric that computes the difference between the

approximation error evaluated by both algorithms.

∆φs = ‖T −X ST‖ − ‖T −X Se‖,

Again, if ∆φs > 0, SeROAP algorithm performs better than ST-HOSVD in terms of approxima-

tion error.
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Figure 2.4: SeROAP vs ST-HOSVD - p1 = [1 2 3].
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Figure 2.5: SeROAP vs ST-HOSVD - p2 = [2 3 1].
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Figure 2.6: SeROAP vs ST-HOSVD - p3 = [3 1 2].
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Contrary to THOSVD algorithm, the behavior of the approximation error depends on the order

of modes, which can be viewed in our results. Note that for p1, the values of ∆φs in the scenario

3 × 20 × 20 are close to zero, which implies that SeROAP and ST-HOSVD have approximately the

same approximation errors. Indeed, for this scenario, 0 ≤ ∆φs ≤ 0.05 for 97.33 % of tensors.

When the ordering vector used in both algorithms is p2 or p3, SeROAP provides a better perfor-

mance compared to ST-HOSVD. This can be noted throughout the three last scenarios inasmuch as

∆φs values are rather far from zero. As expected, results also confirm Theorem 2.3.1 irrespective the

employed scenarios.

It is important to mention that our results reinforce the result described in [Vannieuwenhoven 2012]

in which ST-HOSVD outpeforms THOSVD in terms of approximation error. Indeed, while ∆φt varies

from 0.1 and 1.1, the values of ∆φs fluctuates between 0 and 0.4, approximately.

Scenarios of higher order tensors

Theorem 2.3.1 ensures that the error of the rank-1 approximation of SeROAP is smaler than those

of THSOVD and ST-HOSVD methods only for three-way tensors. In this section, we evaluate the

impact on the approximation errors when the order of the tensors is higher than 3.

As before, we consider a sample of 300 complex tensors with real and imaginary parts uniformly

distributed in [−1, 1]. We evaluate two higher-order scenarios: 3×4 and 3×5. We have chosen for

both algorithms the ordering p1 = [1 2 3 4] and p2 = [1 2 3 4 5]. The metrics ∆φt and ∆φs are

depicted in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: SeROAP vs ST-HOSVD and THOSVD - 4-th and 5-th order tensors.

For both scenarios, we note that Theorem 2.3.1 does not hold anymore. Indeed, for the 4-th

order tensor scenario, it turns out by our numerical experiments that SeROAP delivers a better rank-1

approximation with high probability than that of THOSVD, but its performance worsens drastically

when compared to ST-HOSVD. The approximation errors computed with SeROAP is even worst for
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5-th order tensors. Since the successive projections of SeROAP introduces substantial errors in the

rank-1 tensor approximation, the comparison is not recommended for higher order tensors.

Comparison to best rank-1 approximation in 2× 2× 2 scenario

Now, we assess the approximation errors in 2 × 2 × 2 scenario of the previous finite methods by

comparing them to the best rank-1 approximation, which is computed using Lasserre’s approach.

We have generated a sample of 200 real tensors with entries uniformly distributed in [−1, 1]. In

simulations, we have used only the permutation vector p = [1 2 3]. In order to have a meaningful

comparison, we consider the MSE metric given by

MSE =
1

200

200∑

n=1

(
∆φ[n]m

)2
,

where ∆φ
[n]
m = ‖T [n]−X [n]

m ‖−‖T [n]−X [n]⋆‖. Here,m ∈ {“TH”, “ST”, “Se”} is a tag indicating

the method, X
[n]
m is the rank-1 approximation of T [n] delivered by the method m, and X [n]⋆ is the

best rank-1 approximation of T [n]. Clearly, ∆φ
[n]
m ≥ 0, ∀m,n.

We also point out the percentage of tensors in which ∆φ
[n]
m ≤ 10−4 in order to measure how

close to the best approximation the solutions of the finite methods are. The table bellow depicts these

results.

Algorithm m MSE %∆φ
[n]
m ≤ 10−4

THOSVD “TH" 0.0230 1.5 %

ST-HOSVD “ST" 0.0013 11.0 %

SeROAP “Se" 2.4511e-04 26.5 %

Table 2.1: Performance of finite rank-1 methods for 2× 2× 2 tensors.

As expected, SeROAP exhibits the lowest MSE among all methods, and THOSVD the worst one.

Moreover, SeROAP also delivers rank-1 approximations close to the best one more often than ST-

HOSVD and THOSVD. While only for 3 tensors the condition ∆φ
[n]
m ≤ 10−4 hold s in THSOVD,

a total of 53 tensors have satisfied this condition in SeROAP. ST-HOSVD has got the second better

performance.

2.4 Iterative rank-1 approximation methods

To compute rank-1 approximations using iterative methods, we can use those ones mentioned in the

Introduction. Due to high complexity of Newton and gradient-based methods, ALS algorithm is usu-

ally preferred to do this task. As a metter of fact, it is easy to be implemented and ensure satisfactory

results in general. Additionally, ALS also presents a general global convergence property for rank-1

approximations [Wang 2014]. Indeed, for a given initialization point, a sequence of iterates always

converge to a unique limit point in general.
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To compete with ALS, it is necessary to propose some method that combines simple imple-

mentability and good convergence features. For this, we propose a new method for three-way tensors,

called CE (Coupled-Eigenvalue), that:

• presents less computational complexity than ALS when one dimension is larger enough than

the other ones;

• for any initialization, the approximation error always converges to a limit value;

• performs better than ALS in terms of approximation error and convergence rate in most cases

according to simulations;

2.4.1 Coupled-eigenvalue rank-1 approximation

This section presents an alternating eigenvalue method for three-way tensors that can improve local

solutions obtained from any other rank-1 approximation method (e.g. SeROAP, ST-HOSVD and

THOSVD algorithms).

Let T be a tensor in K
I1×I2×I3 and tin be the vectorization of its slice in, 1 ≤ in ≤ In, and

n ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Without loss of generality, we assume n = 3. The rank-1 approximation problem 2.1

can be stated as
[zopt,xopt,yopt] = arg min

z,x,y
Υ(x,y,z)

s.t. ‖x‖ = 1, ‖y‖ = 1,

(2.11)

with Υ(x,y,z) =
∑I3

i3=1 ‖ti3 − zi3(y ⊠ x)‖2 and z = [z1 · · · zI3 ]. Indeed,

‖T − x⊗ y ⊗ z‖2 = ‖T (3) − z(y ⊠ x)T‖2 =
I3∑

i3=1

‖ti3 − zi3(y ⊠ x)‖2.

Let L0 be the lagrangian of Problem (2.11) given by

L0(x,y,z, η1, η2) =
I3∑

i3=1

‖ti3 − zi3(y ⊠ x)‖2 + η1(‖y‖2 − 1) + η2(‖x‖2 − 1),

where η1 and η2 are the Lagrange multipliers.

By computing the stationary points of L0, we obtain for each zi3 the following

∂L0
∂z∗i3

= −(y ⊠ x)Hti3 + zi3 = 0 =⇒ zi3 = (y ⊠ x)Hti3 .

Plugging the value of zi3 into Problem (2.11), we can rewrite it as the following equivalent maxi-

mization problem

[xopt,yopt] = argmax
x,y

(y ⊠ x)HM(y ⊠ x)

s.t. ‖y‖ = 1, ‖x‖ = 1,

(2.12)
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where M =
∑I3

i3=1 ti3t
H

i3
.

Now, we decompose M as a sum of Kronecker products. This can be done by reshaping M and

applying the SVD decomposition [Van Loan 1993]. Thus, M can be given by

M =

R′∑

r=1

Q(r)
⊠ P (r),

with matrices P (r) ∈ K
I1×I1 and Q(r) ∈ K

I2×I2 . R′ is the Kronecker rank of M satisfying R′ ≤
I1I2. Substituting M into Problem (2.12), we have:

[xopt,yopt] = argmax
x,y

Γ(x,y)

s.t.‖y‖ = 1, ‖x‖ = 1,

(2.13)

with Γ(x,y) =
R′∑
r=1

(yHQ(r)y)(xHP (r)x). This holds because

(y ⊠ x)H

(
R′∑

r=1

Q(r)
⊠ P (r)

)
(y ⊠ x) =

R′∑

r=1

(y ⊠ x)H(Q(r)
⊠ P (r))(y ⊠ x) =

=

R′∑

r=1

(yHQ(r)
⊠ xHP (r))(y ⊠ x) =

R′∑

r=1

(yHQ(r)y)⊠ (xHP (r)x) =

R′∑

r=1

(yHQ(r)y)(xHP (r)x).

Now, let L be the Lagrangian of Problem (2.13)given by

L(x,y, η3, η4) = −Γ(x,y) + η3(‖y‖2 − 1) + η4(‖x‖2 − 1).

By computing the critical points, we obtain a pair of coupled eigenvalue problems




yHA(1,1)y · · · yHA(1,I1)y
...

. . .
...

yHA(I1,1)y · · · yHA(I1,I1)y


x = λx (2.14)

and 


xHB(1,1)x · · · xHB(1,I2)x
...

. . .
...

xHB(I2,1)x · · · xHB(I2,I2)x


y = λy, (2.15)

where λ = η3 = η4, A(m,n) =
R′∑
r=1

P
(r)
mnQ

(r), and B(k,l) =
R′∑
r=1

Q
(r)
kl P

(r), with 1 ≤ m,n ≤ I1 and

1 ≤ k, l ≤ I2.

The coupled-eigenvalue algorithm is presented in Alg. 4. We can initialize the algorithm by

computing x0 and y0 from the rank-1 approximation solution obtained with SeROAP, THOSVD or

any other rank-1 approximation method.

The complexity per iteration of the CE algorithm is dominated by the construction of the ma-

trices in the LHS of (2.14) and (2.15), which is of order O{min(I21I
2
2 , I

2
1I

2
3 , I

2
2I

2
3 )}. Suppose I3 is
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input : X : rank-1 approximation of a tensor T

output: X ⋆: improved rank-1 approximation

Compute x0 from X as

x0 ← X (:, i2, i3)/‖X (:, i2, i3)‖ for some i2, i3;

t← 0;

repeat
Set x← xt in eigenvalue problem (2.15) and take yt+1 as the eigenvector whose eigenvalue is

maximum;

Set y ← yt+1 in eigenvalue problem (2.14) and take xt+1 as the eigenvector whose eigenvalue is

maximum;

t← t+ 1;
until some stopping criterion is satisfied;

for i3 = 1 to I3 do
z⋆i3 ← 〈ti3 ,yt ⊠ xt〉;

end

X
⋆ ← xt ⊗ yt ⊗ z⋆;

Algorithm 4: CE rank-1 approximation. Above, we chose to start with x, but we could equiva-

lently have started with y.

the largest dimension. If I3 ≫ I1I2, then we can take advantage of the CE algorithm in terms of

complexity in comparison with the ALS algorithm. Indeed, the complexity per iteration of ALS for

rank-1 approximation is of order O(3I1I2I3), which is higher than that of the CE algorithm in this

case. For instance, let I1 = 5, I2 = 10 and I3 = 50. While ALS performs 7500 operations/iteration,

the computational complexity of CE is of order 2500. Notice, however, that a properly comparison

makes sense if the same initialization is employed in both algorithms.

The following proposition shows that the above algorithm improves (in worst case the solution

remains the same) any rank-1 approximation algorithm.

Proposition 2.4.1 Let X be a rank-1 approximation of a three-way tensor T delivered by some

method. If X and X ⋆ are the input and output of CE algorithm, then the inequality ‖T − X ⋆‖ ≤
‖T −X ‖ holds.

Proof: Plugging the expression of A(m,n) into equation (2.14), we obtain, after simplifications, that

λ = Γ(x,y), which is the objective function of Problem (2.13). The same result is obtained when

the matrix B(k,l) is plugged into equation (2.15). Now ∀t ≥ 1, let λ
(x)
t and λ

(y)
t be the maximal

eigenvalues whose eigenvectors are xt and yt, respectively.

The eigenpair (λ
(y)
t+1,yt+1) obtained by solving equation (2.15) with x = xt, is solution of the

maximization problem

λ
(y)
t+1 = max

‖y‖=1
Γ(xt,y).

Also, the eigenpair (λ
(x)
t+1,xt+1) obtained by setting y = yt+1 in equation (2.14), is solution of the

problem

λ
(x)
t+1 = max

‖x‖=1
Γ(x,yt+1).
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Since Γ(xt+1,yt+1) = max
‖x‖=1

Γ(x,yt+1), it follows in particular that

Γ(xt,yt+1) ≤ Γ(xt+1,yt+1),

which implies that λ
(y)
t+1 ≤ λ

(x)
t+1.

Similarly, plugging xt+1 into equation (2.15), we can conclude that λ
(x)
t+1 ≤ λ

(y)
t+2 for the reason

that

Γ(xt+1,yt+1) ≤ Γ(xt+1,yt+2).

Hence, the sequence

{Γt}t∈N = {. . . , λ(y)t , λ
(x)
t+1, λ

(y)
t+1, λ

(x)
t+2, . . .}

is monotonically non-decreasing. The same conclusion would be achieved if we begin by plugging

xt into equation (2.15).

Now, let X = x0 ⊗ y0⊗ z0 be a rank-1 approximation obtained with any other method. Assume

x0 and y0 are unit vectors, and define λ0 = Γ(x0,y0). By setting x = x0 in equation (2.15) in

the first iteration (a similar operation would be possible for y0 in equation (2.14)), we clearly have

λ0 ≤ λ(y)1 ≤ λ(y)tmax
, where tmax is the iteration in which the stopping criterion is satisfied.

Since the optimization problems (2.11) and (2.13) are equivalent, z⋆i3 , 1 ≤ i3 ≤ I3, can be ob-

tained by performing the scalar product between vectors ti3 and ytmax
⊠ xtmax (which is equivalent

to contracting tensor T on xtmax and ytmax
). Hence, the tensor

X ⋆ = xtmax ⊗ ytmax
⊗ z⋆

is a better rank-1 approximation of T than X , implying ‖T −X ⋆‖ ≤ ‖T −X ‖. �

Corollary 2.4.2 For any input X in CE algorithm, the objective of (2.13) always converges to a limit

value.

Proof: In the proof of Proposition 2.4.1, we have shown that {Γt} is monotonically non-decreasing

for any input X . Let p⋆ be the maximum of the objective (2.13). Since the best rank-1 approximation

problem always has a solution, then p⋆ < ∞. But maxx Γ(x,yt+1) ≤ maxx,y Γ(x,y), which

implies that {Γt}t∈N is bounded above by p⋆. Since {Γt} is a real non decreasing sequence bounded

above, it converges to a limit Γ⋆, Γ⋆ ≤ p⋆. �

2.4.2 Performance of iterative methods

The next section deals with the performance of CE algorithm in some simulated scenarios. We com-

pare for a sample of complex tensors our CE method with the standard ALS algorithm using the

estimated approximation error. We also determine the average iteration in which both algorithms

satisfy a stopping criterion.
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Performance CE and ALS methods in general scenarios

In order to compare CE and ALS algorithms, we assume that both algorithms are initialized with the

same factors. We assume two types of initializations: random and that delivered by SeROAP method

running with the permutation vector p = [1 2 3]. The performance of the algorithms are evaluated in

four scenarios: 3× 4× 5, 3× 4× 20, 3× 20× 20 and 20× 20× 20 complex tensors. As performed

in Section 2.3.2, the choice of scenarios intends to account for the variability of tensor dimensions.

A sample of 300 tensors with real and imaginary parts distributed according to a uniform measure in

[−1, 1] was generated. The stopping criterion of the algorithms is the maximum number of iterations

(itmax = 200) or |Eit − Eit−1| ≤ 10−6, where Eit is the approximation error at it-th iteration.

Let ∆φ[n] = ‖T [n] − X
[n]
ALS‖ − ‖T [n] − X

[n]
CE‖ be the difference between the approximation

errors of tensor n of the sample obtained with ALS and CE. Notice that if ∆φ[n] ≥ 0, then CE method

performs better than ALS for the tensor T [n].

Tables below present the percentage of tensors in which ∆φ[n] ≥ 0 and the mean iteration in

which the stopping criterion is satisfied for two types of initializations. We have rounded the mean

iteration to the nearest integer.

Scenario %∆φ[n] ≥ 0 mean iteration (ALS) mean iteration (CE)

3× 4× 5 91.00 % 27 13

3× 4× 20 87.00 % 44 14

3× 20 × 20 86.67 % 71 27

20× 20× 20 62.67 % 102 52

Table 2.2: Performance of CE method compared to ALS with a random initialization.

Scenario %∆φ[n] ≥ 0 mean iteration (ALS) mean iteration (CE)

3× 4× 5 97.33 % 23 10

3× 4× 20 96.00 % 36 11

3× 20 × 20 91.33 % 57 19

20× 20× 20 78.00 % 86 42

Table 2.3: Performance of CE method compared to ALS initialized with SeROAP.

Notice that in the three first scenarios with the SeROAP initialization, CE method performs better

than ALS for most of tested tensors. In last scenario, the performance of CE is still better than that of

ALS but for less tensors.

For the random initialization, CE carries on with the better performance, but the percentage of

∆φ[n] decrease in all scenarios.

As expected the mean iteration is greater for the scenario with random initialization. Additionally,

CE algorithm converges faster than ALS on average in all cases.
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2.5 Chapter Summary and Directions

We conclude this chapter by presenting the main points observed in the results and also we given some

directions for future work.

• Lasserre’s approach for computing rank-1 approximations. Despite the fact that the moment

approach provides a certificate of optimality to verify whether the estimated solution delivered

by the relaxed problem (A.5) is optimum (which is true in general), the method is inefficient

even for medium-sized tensors. This is the reason why only 2×2×2 scenarios were simulated.

As a metter of fact, we confirmed that computation of the best rank-1 approximation for a

3 × 3 × 3 tensor already requires a lot of time (about 30 minutes). In order to mitigate this

drawback in future work, we incite the use of the algorithm proposed in [Bucero 2014], which

improves Lasserre’s method. However, we can not expect a meaningful improvement in terms

of computational time for larger tensors, since the exponential increasing of variables due to

relaxations is still an inconvenience. Thus, since the monomials of the polynomial describing

the objective of the best rank-1 approximation problem are sparse, we expect that optimization

can still be done in order to reduce the computational time of the rank-1 estimation.

• SeROAP method. Our proposed method was proved useful for computing rank-1 approxima-

tions of three-way tensors. Indeed, we gave a mathematical proof for three-way tensors in

which the approximation error is at most equal to those computed with standard methods, such

as the truncated HOSVD (THOSVD) and the more recently method called ST-HOSVD. For

fourth order tensors, we confirmed by simulations that SeROAP still brings some advantages

over THOSVD. However, for higher order tensors, we saw that its performance is hugely de-

graded. Additionally, SeROAP allowed us to compute a rank-1 approximation closer than the

best one in 2× 2× 2 scenarios, when compared to the other methods. Unfortunately, we could

not see how far the approximation errors delivered by the mentioned finite methods are from the

best rank-1 approximation for tensors with larger dimensions, due to limitations of Lasserre’s

method for computing solutions in a reasonable time. The development of more efficient algo-

rithms allowing us to compute the best rank-1 approximation faster is still a challenge.

• CE algorithm. Although this method has better computational complexity than ALS only in

specific conditions (one dimension must be large enough than the other two dimensions), the

approximation error and the average number of iterations to convergence obtained with CE

is better than those computed with ALS. These results showed that CE is a very competitive

iterative method to compute rank-1 approximations for three-way tensors. In the future, we

aim to analyze some convergence aspects of CE algorithm. For instance, we still do not have

any theoretical result showing that CE algorithm converges to a unique stationary point for any

initialization (we have only numerical proofs).



CHAPTER 3

Iterative Deflation

This chapter presents a detailed study of iterative deflation algorithms based on finite rank-1 approxi-

mations with the goal of computing low rank tensor approximations or the exact CP decomposition.

First, we introduce the general concept of deflation and present some examples of its usage in

some mathematical domains. Specifically, we present the iterative deflation concept on low rank

tensor approximations. Next, we perform a detailed description of the so-called DCPD algorithm,

whose concept is based on the computation of successive rank-1 tensor approximations and deflation

procedures. Contrary to others deflation algorithms, called in the literature as hierarchical algorithms,

we use within DCPD the finite rank-1 approximation algorithms described in Chapter 2.

In the sequel, we perform a theoretical study on iterative deflation in order to analyze the conver-

gence of the DCPD algorithm assuming a best rank-1 approximation to update rank-1 components.

Some important lemmas, propositions and a conjecture are presented to ensure the convergence of

DCPD algorithm under some conditions for the exact CP decomposition.

In the last part of this chapter, we draw some numerical experiments. In a first stage, we evaluate

the percentage of successful decompositions of the DCPD algorithm for the three rank-1 approxi-

mations algorithms: SeROAP, THOSVD and ST-HOSVD. We compare the performance with the

standard ALS and the iterative deflation algorithm HALS. Next, for the same algorithms, we analyze

the behavior of residuals and convergence under noisy scenarios, and the average approximation error

under rank and order variation. The chapter is closed with some conclusion and perspectives of future

works.

Main contributions of this chapter:

• DCPD algorithm. We propose an iterative deflation algorithm to compute low rank tensor

approximations. The idea of iterative deflation algorithms, originally called hierarchical algo-

rithms, was already introduced in the literature, but here we replace the original alternating

update of factors of the known HALS algorithm by finite rank-1 tensor approximation algo-

rithms, with the goal of reducing residuals in a few iterations. Our algorithm is called DCPD,

stands for Deflation Canonical Polyadic Decomposition.

• Theoretical study on the convergence of DCPD algorithm. We show that the norm of residuals

is monotonically reduced within the iterative deflation process. We also prove that the DCPD

algorithm recovers the exact CP decomposition of a given tensor when residuals do not fall

within a cone with an arbitrary small volume. In a second stage, we prove that the iterative de-

flation method can reduce the norm of the initial residual by a factor smaller than (sin(β))L−1

(β being the angle of a suitable cone where the residuals can fall in) after L iterations with

53
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high probability, when tensors are distributed according to an absolutely continuous probability

measure, and the probability function of residuals is continuous on some suitable angular in-

terval. We also present a conjecture stating the existence of probability measures ensuring the

convergence of the DCPD algorithm to an exact decomposition with high probability.

• Performance of DCPD algorithm. Our conjecture is reinforced for DCPD algorithm by means

of the computation of CP decompositions of tensors with the entries distributed according to

a uniform distribution. In general, we also verify by simulations that residuals decrease faster

with DCPD + rank-1 approximation algorithm, when compared to the HALS algorithm. We

also present a framework of experiments for noisy and noiseless scenarios with rank and order

variations.
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3.1 Deflation on CP decomposition

Generally speaking, deflation is a computational technique applied to a wide range of mathematical

problems whose purpose is to remove some mathematical features and hence to deal with less complex

problems. As a simple example, consider that some algorithm (Newton, gradient, etc) is employed

to compute a root α of a univariate polynomial p(x). This root can be eliminated (defleted) from the

polynomial p(x) by performing

q(x) =
p(x)

x− α,

where deg(q(x)) = deg(p(x)) − 1. Clearly, the roots of q(x) are also roots of the polynomial p(x),

but now one root had been removed the division by x − α. The same algorithm combined with this

deflation procedure can be sucessively applied to obtain all other roots of p(x).

Deflation also takes place in the improvement of conjugate gradient methods, in which a sub-

space is hidden (deflated) from the algoritm itself in order to improve its convergence speed. See

[Nicolaides 1987] for a longer discussion.

A last example is the computation of rank-r approximations of matrices. It is known that the

rank-r approximation of an m × n matrix A can be obtained from its r-dominant singular triplets

(σi,ui,vi), 1 ≤ i ≤ r, with r ≤ min(m,n). As a metter of fact,

r∑

i=1

σiuiv
H

i = argmin
X,rank{X}=r

‖A−X‖.

For large-sized matrices, the computation of r-singular triplets all-at-once can be an issue, so

that it is suitable to compute part of them. For instance, we can compute one-by-one the singular

triplets with deflations by subtraction. Thus, the rank-1 approximation of A, namely σ1u1v
H
1 , can

be computed with some algorithm (e.g. Lanczo’s [Comon 1990]) and deflated from A, resulting in

the matrix A − σ1u1v
H
1 , on which the same algorithm can be used in order to recover the second

dominant singular triplet (σ2,u2,v2). Hence, by repeating r-times both the deflation and the rank-1

approximation, we recover all r-singular triplets, thereby constructing the rank-r approximation of A.

The question that arises is whether a deflation property similar to that applied to matrices can

be extended to tensors. In other words, we wonder if the best rank-1 approximation of a tensor

T is a rank-1 component of its decomposition. The answer is no in general, and it is shown in

[Stegeman 2010]. Therein, the authors show that subtracting a best rank-1 approximation from a

tensor can even increase the rank of the resulting tensor. However, if the tensor T is symmetric and

orthogonally decomposable, then the deflation procedure can be applied to [Zhang 2001].

Herein, we introduce the concept of iterative deflation, which is defined as the computational

iterative technique whose purpose is the extraction of some mathematical features of some problem

at any given iteration to be used at the next iteration. Notice that contrary to the preceding definition

of deflation, we do not remove the mathematical features, but they are entries of a next problem. This

techique can be used to compute the low rank approximation of tensors, as we will present in Section

3.1.1.

In order to understand the iterative deflation procedure, let T =
∑R

r=1 X r+E be a decomposition

of a tensor T , where X r, 1 ≤ r ≤ R, are rank-1 tensors, and E is a residual tensor. At iteration
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1, we compute the best rank-1 approximation of X 1 + E , namely X ′
1, and extract the residual E ′ =

X 1 + E − X ′
1. At iteration 2, we add the residual E ′ to tensor X 2, and compute again the rank-1

approximation but now of the tensor X 2 + E ′, and extract another residual to be used at iteration 3,

and so on. This simple procedure is actually the idea behind of DCDP algorithm, which is explained

in details later.

The DCPD algorithm is similar to the nonnegative tensor factorization algorithm, called simple

HALS NTF, described in [Cichocki 2009c]. Therein, the algorithm computes the nonnegative factors

Ar, 1 ≤ r ≤ R of a nonnegative tensor Y , where R is the rank of the approximating tensor. They use

an alternating least square procedure for updating each column of each Ar, with the negative entries

projected to R+. This method can be extend to ordinary tensors by not performing the projection, in

which case we call it simply HALS. These authors prefer to use the terminology hierarchical instead

of iterative deflation. We do not agree with the former terminology since there is no actually hierarchi-

cal relation in their methods. Contrary to HALS, the DCPD algorithm does not use an alternating least

square procedure to update rank-1 tensors at every iteration. For this task, we use rank-1 approxima-

tion algorithms, such as SeROAP, THOSVD and ST-HOSVD. The goal is to reduce quickly the norm

of residuals according as the iteration increases, which not happens with HALS algorithm (see Section

3.3.2). Other tensor deflation algorithms can be found in [Cichocki 2009b, Phan 2015a, Phan 2015b].

In the following, we present a detailed description of DCPD algorithm in the context of low rank

tensor approximation.

3.1.1 Description of the DCPD algorithm

The DCPD is an iterative deflation algorithm [da Silva 2015] that computes low rank tensor approxi-

mations for real or complex tensors. Contrary to the so-called Hierarchical ALS algorithm proposed

in [Cichocki 2009c], rank-1 components are updated by using rank-1 approximation algorithms. The

DCPD algorithm goes along the lines depicted in Alg.5.

In the first for loop, the rank-1 tensors X [1, 1], . . . ,X [R, 1] are computed by successive rank-1

approximations and subtractions. Since the rank of the tensor does not decrease with subtractions

in general [Stegeman 2010], a residual E [R, 1] is then produced. In the iterative process (repeat

loop), a new rank-1 component, namely X [1, 2], is computed from the sum of the previous residual

and X [1, 1]. The tensor Y [1, 2] is updated within the if-else condition, and a new residual E [1, 2]

is produced with the subtraction Y[1, 2] − X [1, 2]. By applying the same procedure to the other

components, we update all R rank-1 tensors, so that another residual E [R, 2] is generated at the end

of the second for loop. The second loop continues to execute until some stopping criterion is satisfied,

and hence R rank-1 components are computed for T . If rank{T } ≤ R, then an exact decomposition

can be recovered.

3.2 Study on iterative deflation and best rank-1 tensor approximations

In [da Silva 2015], we proved that the normalized residual (‖E [R, l]‖)l∈N>0 is a monotonically de-

creasing sequence when the best rank-1 approximation is assumed within DCPD. In this section, a

thorough theoretical study is presented. Based on a geometric approach, we sketch an analysis of the
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input : T ∈ K
I1×I2×···×IN : input data,

R: rank parameter.

φ: an algorithm computing a rank-1

approximation

output: X r ∈ K
I1×I2×···×IN , for r = 1, . . . , R: rank-1 components

Y [1, 1]← T ;

for r = 1 to R do

X [r, 1]← φ(Y [r, 1]);

if r < R then

Y [r + 1, 1]← Y [r, 1] −X [r, 1];

else

E [R, 1]← Y [R, 1]−X [R, 1];

end

end

l← 2;

repeat

for r = 1 to R do

if r > 1 then

Y [r, l]← X [r, l − 1] + E [r − 1, l];

else

Y [1, l]← X [1, l − 1] + E[R, l − 1];

end

X [r, l]← φ(Y [r, l]);

E [r, l]← Y [r, l] −X [r, l];

end

l← l + 1;
until some stopping criterion is satisfied;

foreach r ∈ [1, . . . , R] do

X r ← X [r, l];

end

Algorithm 5: DCPD algorithm

convergence of the DCDP algorithm, including a conjecture that it converges to an exact decompo-

sition with high probability when tensors within T(R) = {T ∈ T : rankT ≤ R} are distributed

according to some absolutely continuous probability measure.

First, let us take a closer look at the 2D geometric interpretation of the DCPD algorithm. Figure

3.1 depicts the [r, l]-iteration for r > 1, so that γ[r, l] is the angle between the tensors E [r − 1, l] and

X [1, l − 1]. For r = 1, the residual E [r− 1, l] can be just replaced with E [R, l− 1] in the figure, and

γ[1, l] is then defined from E[R, l − 1] and X [1, l − 1]. The meaning of angle β and the gray area in

the figure will be explained later.

Before stating some theoretical results on the DCPD algorithm, we present a fundamental lemma

related to the error in rank-1 approximations of tensors of the form X +E , where X is a rank-1 tensor

and E any other tensor, both with entries in some field K.
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β

γ[r, l]

X [r, l − 1]

Y [r, l
] E [r − 1, l]

Figure 3.1: Visualization of the residual in an n-sphere for some iteration l of DCPD algorithm.

Lemma 3.2.1 Let X be a rank-1 tensor and φ the best rank-1 approximation operator. For any tensor

E ,

‖X + E − φ(X + E)‖ ≤ sin(γ)‖E‖,

where γ denotes the angle between E and X .

Proof: Let PX (X +E) be the orthogonal projection of X +E onto span(X ). Because φ(X +E)

is a best rank-1 approximation of X+E , PX (X+E) cannot be a strictly better rank-1 approximation

than φ(X + E). Thus,

‖X + E − φ(X + E)‖ ≤ ‖X + E −PX (X + E)‖.

On the other hand, X+E−PX (X+E) ⊥ X . Hence, we have ‖X+E−PX (X+E)‖ = sin(γ)‖E‖
by using basic trigonometry. This concludes the proof. �

The following results for the DCPD algorithm stems from the previous lemma.

Corollary 3.2.2 In DCPD algorithm, the inequality ‖E [r, l]‖ ≤ sin(γ[r, l])‖E [r−1, l]‖ holds for any

1 < r ≤ R.

Proof: By replacing X ,E and γ in Lemma 3.2.1 with X [r, l−1],E [r−1, l] and γ[r, l] respectively,

the result follows directly. �

Corollary 3.2.3 For any l > 1 and cl =
∏R

r=1 sin(γ[r, l]), the inequality ‖E [R, l]‖ ≤ cl‖E [R, l−1]‖
holds.

Proof: By applying R− 1 times the result of Corollary 3.2.2, we have

‖E [R, l]‖ ≤ (sin(γ[R, l]) · · · sin(γ[2, l])) ‖E [1, l]‖.
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From Lemma 3.2.1, we know that

‖E [1, l]‖ ≤ sin(γ[1, l])‖E [R, l − 1]‖.

Thus, it follows that ‖E [R, l]‖ ≤ cl‖E [R, l − 1]‖. �

Notice that the same result brought by Proposition (4.4) in [da Silva 2015] can be deduced from

Corollary 3.2.3 since 0 ≤ cl ≤ 1 for every iteration l, which implies the monotonic decrease of the

sequence {‖E [R, l]‖}l∈N>0 .

Corollary 3.2.4 If ‖E [R, l]‖ = ‖E [R, l − 1]‖, then cl = 1.

Proof: Because cl ≤ 1 and ‖E [R, l]‖ = ‖E [R, l − 1]‖, one concludes directly from Corollary 3.2.3

that cl = 1. �

From Corollary 3.2.4, we note that DCPD might not improve the estimation of the rank-1 com-

ponents anymore for l ≥ l0 > 1. And this may occur not only in the presence of noise. As a metter

of fact, even for an almost orthogonal case cl ≈ 1, ‖E [R, l]‖ may tend to a stationary non-zero value

as l increases. However, the DCPD algorithm converges to an exact decomposition if cl ≤ C , for

all l > 1, and some constant C < 1. This will be subsequently detailed by means of a geometric

approach.

Figure 3.1 can also be seen as the representation of an n-sphere of dimension n = I1I2 · · · IN −1

in K
n+1 space. β is half the white cone angle defined in [0, π/2]. The direction of the rank-1 tensor

X [r, l − 1] defines the axis of the white cone and varies with r or l. Thus, the cone axis changes at

every iteration [r, l] but the opening of the white cone remains the same. Under a condition on β, we

can state an important proposition ensuring the convergence of the DCPD algorithm.

Proposition 3.2.5 Let T be a tensor such that rankT ≤ R. An exact decomposition is recovered by

the DCPD algorithm if and only if there exists for every (r, l) a half cone of angle β (in white in Fig.

3.1), 0 ≤ β < π/2, such that

β ≥ max
l>1

min
1≤r≤R

γ[r, l].

Proof: (⇐) For any iteration l > 1, take γ[r0, l] = min1≤r≤R γ[r, l]. Notice that cl ≤ sin (γ[r0, l])

from Corollary 3.2.3. By hypothesis, sin (γ[r0, l]) ≤ sin(β), which implies that ‖E [R, l]‖ ≤ cl‖E [R, l
−1]‖ ≤ sin(β)‖E [R, l−1]‖.Because β is an upper bound for γ[r, l], l > 1, we have sin(β)‖E [R, 1]‖ ≥
‖E [R, 2]‖ =⇒ (sin(β))l−1 ‖E [R, 1]‖ ≥ ‖E [R, l]‖. Hence, when l→∞, ‖E [R, l]‖ → 0.

(⇒) Let l0 be some iteration such that l0 > 1. Without loss of generality, assume ‖E [R, l]‖ = 0

for l ≥ l0 (l0 can be arbitrarily large). Then (‖E [R, l]‖)l∈N>0 is a strictly monotonically decreasing

sequence for 1 < l < l0, otherwise the algorithm would converge to a nonzero constant for some

iteration smaller than l0. Hence, for every (r, l) we can choose β, 0 ≤ β < π/2 such that β ≥
max
l>1

min
1≤r≤R

γ[r, l], and the proof is complete. �

As a conclusion, if for a given iteration l, all tensors E[r, l], 1 ≤ r ≤ R, fall within the gray volume

depicted in Fig. 3.1 (the complementary of the white cone), then the sequence E [r, l] does not tend to
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zero. Even if this gray volume can be made arbitrarily small, it is not of zero measure. In general, the

best we can do is to study the convergence of the DCPD algorithm to an exact decomposition under

some probabilistic conditions.

Lemma 3.2.6 If tensors T are distributed within T(R) according to an absolutely continuous proba-

bility measure, then ‖E [r, l]‖ are absolutely continuous random variables.

Proof: Let D = [I1 · · · IN ] be a specific size of n-order tensors, and let T
(R)
D = {T ∈ K

I1×···×IN :

T ⊂ T(R)}. Because T(R) ⊃ T
(R)
D , any tensor T within T

(R)
D is also distributed according to an

absolutely continuous probability measure. Via the DCDP algorithm, each rank-1 component obtained

in successive deflations is also in T
(R)
D . Hence, since the sum (subtraction) of continuous random

variables does not affect the continuity, the residuals E [r, l] are also absolutely continuous random

variables. Since the norm is a C0 function in finite dimension, ‖E [r, l]‖ is also absolutely continuous.

�

For the next developments, let Zl = ‖E [R, l]‖ and define the following probability for some

iteration L > 1:

FL[β] = P
(
ZL ≤ sin(β)ZL−1 ≤ . . . ≤ (sin(β))L−1 Z1

)
. (3.1)

FL[β] can be viewed as the probability that residuals fall within at least one of the R white cones in

every iteration l ≤ L.

The following proposition ensures a reduction of Z1 by a factor smaller than (sin(β))L−1
after L

iterations with high probability, if a condition on the continuity of FL[β] is assumed.

Proposition 3.2.7 Let L be fixed. If ∃β0 : β0 ∈ [0, π/2) such that FL[β] is continuous on [β0, π/2],

then ∀ε : ε ∈ (0, 1],∃β ∈ [β0, π/2) such that FL[β] > 1− ε.

Proof: Since FL[π/2] = 1 and FL[β] is continuous on [β0, π/2], the proof follows directly from the

intermediate value theorem. �

Although Zl, 1 ≤ l ≤ L, are absolutely continuous random variables and gm(β) = sinm(β)

are continuous functions for all m ≥ 0, the continuity of FL[β] in β is not guaranteed due to the

dependence of the random variables Z1, . . . , ZL (Zl depends on Zl−1). For example, for L = 2 and

Z1 = 2Z2 with probability 1, it is easy to check that F2[β] is not continuous at β = π/2. Indeed,

limβ→π/2− F2[β] = 0 whereas F2[π/2] = 1.

Now, let βl be the half-angle of the white cone at every iteration l. Contrary to the first definition

of β, the angle value is not fixed anymore for all iteration [r, l], but only along the r-iteration. In this

case, equation 3.1 becomes

FL[βL] = P

(
ZL ≤ sin(βL)ZL−1 ≤

L∏

i=L−1

(sin(βi))ZL−1 ≤ . . . ≤
L∏

i=2

(sin(βi))Z1

)
. (3.2)
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The following conjecture claims that there exists absolutely continuous distributions of tensors in

T(R) such that the probability Fl[βl] tends to 1 as l →∞, and at the same time the norm of residuals

tends to 0, which is suitable for the convergence of the DCPD algorithm to an exact CP decomposition.

Conjecture 3.2.8 There exists absolutely continuous probability measures µ for tensors T within

T(R) for which the following holds:

(i). ∀ε : ε ∈ (0, 1], ∀l : l > 1, ∃βl : βl ∈ [0, π/2), such that Fl[βl] > 1− ε.

(ii). ∀l : l > 1, ∃βl : βl ∈ [0, π/2), such that
∏l

i=2 sin(βi) is a strictly monotonically decreasing

sequence converging to 0.

Conjecture 3.2.8 shows that for some probability distributions of T within T(R), the residual norm

variable Zl → 0 as l → ∞ with high probability. Indeed, subsequent computer simulations support

the existence of a uniform probability measure µ for the entries of tensors within T(R), such that

FL[βL] ≈ 1 and ZL ≈ 0 for large values of L. This reinforces our conjecture.

3.3 Estimation of the CP decomposition

In this section, we present some numerical experiments using the iterative deflation algorithm DCPD.

The rank-1 components are updated with three finite rank-1 approximation algorithms: SeROAP,

ST-HOSVD and THOSVD. We also include in our simulations the standard ALS and the HALS

algorithms for the following reasons: the former is known as the "workhorse” algorithm to compute

low rank tensor approximations [Kolda 2009]; the latter is the original iterative deflation algorithm

extended to complex tensors.

3.3.1 Complexity of the algorithms

Since DCPD is not a finite algorithm, the total complexity is unbounded. Therefore, we have chosen

the number of multiplications by iteration as the complexity metric. The complexity is mainly dom-

inated by the rank-1 approximation function φ, which is computed R times. Table 3.1 summarizes

the number of operations per iteration of the DCPD algorithm for three finite rank-1 approximation

algorithms: SeROAP, ST-HOSVD and THOSVD; and also those of the standard ALS and HALS

algorithms.

In Table 3.2, we present the complexity/iteration of the algorithms for all scenarios that will be

evaluated in next sections. We assume k = 4. Although in simulations we have defined the ordering

vector p = [1 2 . . . N ] for DCPD-STHOSVD and DCPD-SeROAP, we do to need to take it into

account here, because the tensors have equal dimensions in all scenarios. To obtain the real value of

the complexity per iteration, one should multiply the values on the table by R. From Table 3.2, the

order of complexity for the studied scenarios can be establish as

ALS ≺ HALS ≺ DCPD-STHOSVD≺DCPD-SeROAP≺DCPD-THOSVD,

where ≺ means "less complex than". Notice that DCPD-STHOSVD and DCPD-SeROAP algo-

rithms have approximately the same complexities.
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Algorithm complexity/iteration

ALS O{3R
N∏
j=1

Ij}

HALS O{(N + 2)R
N∏
j=1

Ij}

DCPD-THOSVD O{(2Nk + 2)R
N∏
j=1

Ij}

DCPD-STHOSVD O{2kR
N−1∑
n=1

N∏
i=n

Ipi + 2R
N∏
j=1

Ij}

DCPD-SeROAP O{(2k + 2)R
N−1∑
n=1

N∏
i=n

Ipi}

Table 3.1: Number of operations (multiplications) per iteration of tensor algorithms.

Scenario ALS HALS DCPD- DCPD- DCPD-

SeROAP STHOSVD THOSVD

3× 3× 3 81 135 360 342 702

5× 5× 5 375 625 1500 1450 3250

7× 7× 7 1029 1715 3920 3822 8918

9× 9× 9 2187 3645 8100 7938 18954

3× 3× 3× 3 243 486 1170 1098 2754

3× 3× 3× 3× 3 729 1701 3600 3366 10206

3× 3× 3× 3× 3× 3 2187 5832 10890 10170 36450

Table 3.2: Complexity per iteration /R of tensor algorithms.

3.3.2 Percentage of successful decompositions

Table 3.3 presents the percentage of successful decompositions of rank-3 tensors for the algorithms

ALS, HALS, DCPD-THOSVD, DCPD-STHOSVD, and DCPD-SeROAP. The ALS and HALS al-

gorithms are randomly initialized (In [Cichocki 2009c], the authors also initialize HALS with ALS,

which case will be not considered here for fairness, otherwise DCPD could also be initialized in the

same way). Noise is not considered in this case so that the performance is evaluated for the computa-

tion of an exact decomposition of 500 complex tensors whose real and imaginary parts are distributed

uniformly in [−1, 1]. We consider that a decomposition is succeeded if the residual ‖E‖ ≤ 10−6,

which is one of the stopping criteria for the algorithms. The algorithms also stop running when a

maximum of 1000 iterations is attained.

The main conclusions from the table are the following:

• The iterative deflation algorithm DCPD presents similar performance for all finite rank-1 ap-

proximations, mainly for scenarios with larger dimensions;

• HALS presents the worst performance, mainly for the scenarios with smaller dimensions;
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Algorithm 3× 3× 3 5× 5× 5 7× 7× 7 9× 9× 9

ALS 77.8 % 99.6 % 99.0 % 99.6 %

HALS 48.8 % 92.0 % 98.4 % 96.6 %

DCPD-SeROAP 63.8 % 97.8 % 99.4 % 99.6 %

DCPD-ST-HOSVD 67.0 % 98.0 % 99.6 % 99.8 %

DCPD-THOSVD 70.0 % 99.0 % 99.6 % 99.8 %

Table 3.3: Percentage of tensors in which the exact CP decomposition is succeeded.

• The performance of the DCPD algorithm reinforces Conjecture 3.2.8 4;

• The scenario 3 × 3 × 3 presents the poorer performance because the algorithms do not satisfy

the residual condition ‖E‖ ≤ 10−6 before the maximum number of iterations is attained. As

a metter of fact, when the rank is of the same order of the dimensions, these algorithms need

more iterations to converge.

3.3.3 Residual vs iteration

Figure 3.2 presents the performance of the algorithms in terms of the average of the normalized norm

of residuals per iteration, namely E{‖E [R, l]‖/‖T ‖}, for different values of the signal-to-noise (SNR)

ratio for 5 × 5 × 5- rank-3 tensors. Again, a sample of 500 complex tensors with real and imaginary

parts of the entries uniformly distributed in [−1, 1] is considered. Both ALS and HALS algorithms

are randomly initialized. The same stopping criteria of Section 3.3.2 is established here. Additive

Gaussian noise is considered in our simulations.

We note in this figure that average residual decreases more quickly for DCPD-SeROAP and

DCPD-STHOSVD when compared to the other algorithms. For lower SNRs, most of the algorithms

need a few iterations to converge to some stationary value. Notice that HALS takes more iterations

to reduce the residual in all scenarios. For DCPD-THOSVD, we see that for an SNR of 0 dB and

the iteration greater than 5, the curve lies above the other ones. The reason of that is because for

most of tensors the residual ‖E [R, l]‖ does not attain its minimal value before the maximal number of

iterations is attained. This fact is more clear explained in the next section.

3.3.4 Convergence vs Iteration

Let χl be the proportion of 5 × 5 × 5- rank-3 tensors over all 500 ones at which the simulation has

finished before l iterations. For the same noisy scenarios evaluated in the previous section, we present

in the figure below the metric χl, 1 ≤ l ≤ 1000 for all aforementioned low rank-1 approximation

algorithms.

Figure 3.3 shows that ALS performs better than the other algorithm in all scenarios. In the scenario

with SNR of 10 dB, while approximately 60% of simulations finished up to 100 iterations for ALS,

4 See the explanation in next bulet to understand why the scenario 3× 3× 3 cannot be used to infer that our conjecture

fails.
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Figure 3.2: Mean of ‖E [R, l]‖/‖T ‖ for different values of SNR.

only 40% finished before the same number of iterations for the other algorithms. Notice also that 80%

of simulations end up to 500 iterations with ALS, and approximately 65% with HALS and DCPD-

SeROAP for the scenario with 0 dB. Among the iterative deflation algorithms, DCPD-SeROAP is the

one that presents the more satisfactory performance. Notice that approximately along all scenarios,

DCPD-SeROAP is at least as good as the other deflation methods. Apart from the last scenario, the

HALS algorithm presents the worst performance. Yet, for the scenario with 0 dB, we note that the

algorithms do not converge for some tensors. For instance, less than 60% of simulations converged

before the maximum number of iterations for DCPD-THOSVD algorithm, which can explain the

reason why the norm of the residual does not decrease in average for the same value obtained with the

other algorithms, as described in Figure 3.2.

3.3.5 Residual vs rank

Now, we compare the algorithms for three SNR scenarios by computing µ = E{‖E [R, lmax]‖/‖T ‖},
where lmax is the maximum iteration in which the stopping criterion is satisfied (or the last computed

normalized residual). We perform simulations with different ranks for 5×5×5 complex tensors. The

results are shown in Figure 3.4.

In the first scenario (SNR = 40 dB), we note that when the rank increases, the residual µ also

increases. In this scenario, HALS presents the higher residual for all rank values. For the middle

scenario (SNR = 20 dB), the performance of all algorithms is approximately the same for all ranks,
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Figure 3.3: Percentage of tensors at which the simulations has finished up to l iterations.

with the residual µ in HALS slightly larger than those of the other algorithms. In the last scenario with

lower SNR, the behavior of µ with the rank variation is the opposite of the first scenario. As a metter

of fact, the higher is the rank, smaller is the residual µ. The figure also shows that all algorithms

present approximately the same performance, except to DCPD-THOSVD, which is slightly worst.

3.3.6 Residual vs order

Figure 3.5 shows the average normalized residual µ under tensor order variation. We evaluate the

performance of the algorithms under a noiseless scenario, and under scenarios with SNR = 20 dB

and SNR = 0 dB. A sample of 500 complex tensors with dimensions I1 = I2 = · · · = IN = 3 and

rank R = 3 is generated according to a uniform distribution as before.

As we discussed in Chapter 2, the approximation error of SeROAP algorithm is degraded for

higher order tensors. This drawback is reflected into DCPD-SeROAP algorithm, where we clearly

note that it does not work for N ≥ 5, manly for high SNR (or noiseless scenario). DCPD-THOSVD

also presents a poor performance, manly for the first scenario. On the other hand, DCPD-STHOSVD

is robust to order variation, as ALS and HALS are. The latter, however, presents a slight increase of

the residual for 6-th order tensors.
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3.4 Chapter Summary and Directions

We point out the following conclusions and future directions about iterative deflation:

• DCPD algorithm. we proposed an iterative deflation algorithm, called DCPD, based on finite

rank-1 approximation algorithms to compute de CP decomposition and low rank tensor approx-

imations. Instead of using an alternating update of factors for the rank-1 components as it is

performed in HALS algorithm, we used the following finite rank-1 approximations: SeROAP,

THOSVD and ST-HOSVD. The idea was the fast reduction of residuals in a few iterations,

compared to standard methods like ALS and HALS itself. We have cogitated to employ an

iterative algorithm to compute the best rank-1 approximation as the update of the rank-1 com-

ponents in DCPD, in oder to reduce more quickly the residuals. However, the complexity per

iteration would be unbounded in that case, so we did not implemented such an algorithm.

• Theoretical study on iterative deflation. We have showed in Corollary 3.2.3 that the norm of

residuals ‖E [r, l]‖ is a monotonic decreasing sequence on r and l when the rank-1 components

in DCPD algorithm are updated with the best rank-1 approximation. In Proposition 3.2.5 , we

have proved that our iterative deflation method can recover an exact CP tensor decomposition

if the residuals do not fall within an arbitrary small cone. Another result was the reduction of

residuals with high probability when a defined probability function of residuals is continuous

in some interval. This was showed in Proposition 3.2.7. Finally, we conjectured that there exist
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absolute continuous probability measures for the entries of tensors with rank at mostR such that

the DCDP algorithm, with a best rank-1 approximation as the procedure to update the rank-1

tensors X [r, l], converges to an exact rank R CP decomposition with very high probability (see

Conjecture 3.2.8). Hereafter, we intend to work on the proof of our conjecture. Some tools on

algebraic geometry and measure theory may be starting points to tackle this problem.

• Performance of iterative deflation. We have evaluated five tensor algorithms on several fronts:

complexity per iteration, percentage of successful decompositions, convergence versus itera-

tion, residual versus iteration, residual versus rank, and residual versus order. Based on our

experiments, we establish a subjective qualification factor from 1 to 5 for each of the aforemen-

tioned performance metrics, denoting the ranking of the algorithms. We set the value 5 for the

algorithm considered the one with poorer performance for the studied scenarios, and 1 for the

best one. This is summarized in the table below.
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complexity percentage of convergence residual residual residual

Algorithm per successful versus versus versus versus

iteration decompositions iteration iteration rank order

ALS 1 1 1 3 1 1

HALS 2 5 5 5 5 3

DCPD-SeROAP 4 4 2 1 2 5

DCPD-STHOSVD 3 3 3 2 3 2

DCPD-THOSVD 5 2 4 4 4 4

Table 3.4: Summary of performance factor for the algorithms.

Table 3.4 shows that ALS was the best algorithm whereas HALS the worst one in general for the

evaluated scenarios. The DCPD-SeROAP algorithm is considered a robust algorithm in terms of

convergence and residual versus iteration, and also in terms of rank variation. However, we saw that

it is a very bad algorithm for tackling higher order tensors. Although it was considered the fourth

algorithm in terms of percentage of successful decompositions, the performance was very close to

ALS (in first position) for higher dimension scenarios (see table 3.2). As HALS, DCPD-THOSVD

did not present good results. Finally, DCPD-STHOSVD had a moderate performance.





CHAPTER 4

Multivariate quadratic systems and the

best rank-1 tensor approximation

In this chapter we propose a new approach based on rank-1 three-way tensor approximations that

extracts solutions of multivariate quadratic polynomial systems in real and complex fields. This ap-

proach allows us to make use of standard iterative tensor algorithms [Comon 2009b], which in practice

present satisfactory performances in time and convergence.

We start the chapter by presenting a brief introduction on the existing mathematical tools and

some applications on polynomial optimization theory, in particular we focus on multivariate quadratic

systems. The following sections deal with the formulation, discussion and experiments of our rank-1

tensor approach to tackle this problem.

First, we show the details of reducing a general multivariate quadratic system in the real field

into a best rank-1 approximation problem. This is proved along four propositions describing the

reduction (or equivalence) between intermediate problems. Our rank-1 tensor approach is discussed

in the following section, where the advantages and drawbacks are presented.

Second, we extend our approach to the complex case in which only quadratic monomials of the

form x∗i xj, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2m, where m is the number of equations, are allowed for. In that case,

the system is reduced to a conjugated partially symmetric rank-1 tensor approximation. We omit

details of the reduction since they follow the same procedures described in the real case. In the

sequel, we propose an alternating algorithm to compute the best conjugated partially symmetric rank-

1 approximation. This algorithm, called CPS, is based on the stationary equations of a least square

problem.

In the parts about examples and performance of the rank-1 tensor approach, we extract solutions of

a multivariate quadratic system using ALS for real tensors, and CPS for complex tensors. We present

an example of an over-determined real system with and without perturbation, where the solution

is obtained by using different initializations methods. We also present an example of computing a

solution of an under-determined real system. The last example is a complex over-determined system

with a single complex solution that is extracted by CPS algorithm. We also perform a set of Monte

Carlo simulations for several scenarios in real and complex case, where we show the computational

time and the approximation error of estimations, in order to evince the usefulness of our approach.

Finally, we close this chapter drawing some conclusions and giving some directions to future

work.

71
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Main contributions of this chapter:

• Reduction of multivariate quadratic systems to best rank-1 tensor approximations. The best

rank-1 tensor approximation is an optimization problem than can be applied to solve multivari-

ate polynomial quadratic systems. We proof that a general quadratic system in the real field

can be reduced to a best rank-1 approximation problem of a three-way real tensor. This tensor

is constructed from the parameters of the system. The extension to specific complex systems

is also done using the same approach. In this case, we show that the system is reduced to a

conjugated partially symmetric rank-1 three-way tensor approximation problem, which can be

tackled by an alternating algorithm.

• Rank-1 approximation algorithm. We propose an algorithm to compute the (conjugated) par-

tially symmetric rank-1 three-way tensor approximation problem. This algorithm, called CPS,

is developed from the stationary equations of the least squares problem miny,w ‖T −y⊗y∗⊗
w‖2.

• Performance of the rank-1 tensor approach. ALS and CPS algorithms present satisfactory

performance to extract a solution of a quadratic system in a reasonable time (e.g. a few seconds

for a real square system of 10 variables/equations). We draw some examples and perform Monte

Carlo experiments to evince the efficiency of our approach for real and complex systems.
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4.1 An introduction to multivariate quadratic systems

Multivariate polynomial optimization (MPO) is still an important topic in mathematics wherein a vast

amount of applications takes place. Formally, a MPO problem consists in minimizing a polynomial

cost function constrained by a set of polynomial equations and/or inequalities. In the last decades,

some mathematical techniques have been applied to solve this problem, such as Gröbner bases, re-

sultants and eigenvalues/eigenvectors of companion matrices [Cox 2006], semidefinite relaxations

[Parrilo 2003, Lasserre 2001, Bucero 2014], and numerical homotopy [Li 1997, Verschelde 1999].

The complexity of a general polynomial optimization problem is NP-hard, even for quadratic

polynomials with affine constraints [Pardalos 1991]. As a metter of fact, any MPO problem can be

modified to a quadratic optimization (QO) problem by adding some variables and constraints.

A particular problem in this vein is the multivariate quadratic (MQ) polynomial systems, which

are of great interest in various areas. In game theory, the Nash equilibria of a non-cooperative

game between two players can be found by solving an MQ system [Lipton 2004]. In cryptogra-

phy, the security of systems depends on the difficult to solve large quadratic systems in finite fields

[Courtois 2000, Thomae 2012]. In [Lebrun 2004, Lin 2004], the authors present the design of multi-

variate filter banks modeled by quadratic polynomial systems. A last application lies in multilinear

algebra [Brachat 2009], where the authors propose an efficient algorithm to decompose a symmetric

tensor and show the equivalence between an existence condition of the decomposition and the solution

of an MQ system.

Besides the techniques mentioned in the first paragraph, other methods can be employed to

solve multivariate quadratique systems. For instance, we cite Newton-based and tensor-based1 al-

gorithms [Dennis Jr 1996, Schnabel 1984], low-rank matrix recovery strategy [Davenport 2016], and

symbolic computation [Grigoriev 2005].

The goal of this chapter is to present a rank-1 tensor approach to solve general MQ systems in

the real field, and also to solve a particular extension in complex fields. In the real case, we show

that a general MQ system can be reduced to a best rank-1 three-way tensor approximation problem

[Lathauwer 2000, Friedland 2013, da Silva 2014], while the particular complex system can be reduced

to a conjugated partially symmetric rank-1 three-way approximation. Despite the fact that most rank-1

tensor approximation algorithms do not guarantee to yield the optimum solution of the problem, it is

known that standard algorithms, such as alternating least squares (ALS) and gradient-based methods

[Comon 2009b] generally give satisfactory solutions in practice. Reducing the MQ problem to a rank-

1 approximation can hence be attractive to compute a solution of MQ systems.

To compute a conjugated partially symmetric rank-1 approximation of some complex tensor T ,

we propose an alternating algorithm, called CPS. Some examples and experiments confirm the effi-

ciency of rank-1 approximation methods to extract solutions of MQ systems.

1 Tensor-based and rank-1 tensor algorithms are not the same techniques.
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4.2 From quadratic systems to best rank-1 approximations

Let P1 be the general system of quadratic polynomial equations given by

P1:





xTA1x+ bT1x+ c1 = 0
...

xTAmx+ bTmx+ cm = 0,

where x ∈ R
n, Aj ∈ R

n×n are symmetric matrices, bj ∈ R
n and cj ∈ R, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

Let also I be the ideal in R[x] generated by the set of polynomials of (P1), that is,

I = 〈h1(x), h2(x), . . . , hm(x)〉,

where hj(x) = xTAjx+ bTj x+ cj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Thus, the set of solutions of (P1) is defined by the

affine variety V (I) := {x ∈ R
n | f(x) = 0, ∀f ∈ I}. Also define the optimization problem (P2) as

follows

P2:





p⋆2 = min
y
p(y)

s.t. ‖y‖ = 1,

where p(y) =
m∑
j=1

(yTQjy)
2, for y ∈ R

n+1 and

Qj =




Aj bj/2

bTj /2 cj


 ∈ R

n+1×n+1.

Define the set of global minimizers of (P2) as SP2 = {y ∈ R
n+1 | p(y) = p⋆2, ‖y‖ = 1}, and the

subset S̄P2 ⊆ SP2 given by S̄P2 = SP2∩ (Rn×R\{0}). In other words, S̄P2 is the set of solutions of

Problem (P2) such that yn+1 6= 0. Let also N = {z ∈ R
n+1 | z = y/yn+1, ∀y ∈ S̄P2}. Proposition

below connects Problems (P1) and (P2).

Proposition 4.2.1 If V (I) 6= ∅ then V (I)× {1} = N.

Proof: By setting y = [x 1]T, it turns out that

xTAjx+ bTj x+ cj = yTQjy,

∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. This shows that the set of solutions of the following system, equivalent to (P1),

{
yTQjy = 0, for 1 ≤ j ≤ m
yn+1 = 1

(4.1)

is V (I)× {1}. Now, consider the optimization problem

p⋆2 = min
y
p(y)

s.t. ‖y‖ = 1.

(4.2)
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Since p(y) is by construction the sum of squares of the quadratic polynomials yTQjy, 1 ≤ j ≤
m, and V (I) 6= ∅, it follows that p⋆2 = 0. Thus, ∀ȳ ∈ V (I)× {1}, p(ȳ/‖ȳ‖) = 0, which implies that

ȳ/‖ȳ‖ ∈ S̄P2 and ȳ ∈ N. This proves that V (I)× {1} ⊆ N.

On the other hand, ∀y ∈ S̄P2, p(y/yn+1) = 0, which implies that (y/yn+1)
TQj(y/yn+1) =

0, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Thus, y/yn+1 is solution of (4.1), which leads to N ⊆ V (I) × {1}, and the proof is

complete. �

Proposition 4.2.1 says that all solutions of System (P1) can be recovered from Problem (P2) by

taking the n first elements of y/yn+1, ∀y ∈ S̄P2.

Remark 1 When bj = 0, cj = 0, ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, V (I)\{0} can be viewed as a projective

variety, since x ∈ V (I) =⇒ αx ∈ V (I) ∀α ∈ R. Therefore, it is enough to solve the system for

‖x‖ = 1. By setting y = x, and Qj = Aj, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, all nontrivial solutions of (P1) can be

recovered by solving (P2).

Now, let the following optimization problem

P3:





p⋆3 = max
y

(y ⊠ y)TM(y ⊠ y)

s.t. ‖y‖ = 1,

where M ∈ R
(n+1)2×(n+1)2 is a semidefinite positive matrix given by M = λmaxI −MQ, where

MQ =
∑m

j=1Qj ⊠Qj , I is the identity matrix, and λmax is the largest eigenvalue of MQ.

Proposition 4.2.2 (P2) ⇐⇒ (P3).

Proof: We have

p(y) =

m∑

j=1

(yTQjy)
2 =

m∑

j=1

(yTQjy)⊠ (yTQjy) =

m∑

j=1

(y ⊠ y)T(Qj ⊠Qj)(y ⊠ y)

= (y ⊠ y)T




m∑

j=1

Qj ⊠Qj


 (y ⊠ y) = (y ⊠ y)TMQ(y ⊠ y).

Hence, it follows that

min
‖y‖=1

(y ⊠ y)TMQ(y ⊠ y) = max
‖y‖=1

−(y ⊠ y)TMQ(y ⊠ y) ⇐⇒ max
‖y‖=1

λmax − (y ⊠ y)TMQ(y ⊠ y)

= max
‖y‖=1

λmax(y ⊠ y)T(y ⊠ y)− (y ⊠ y)TMQ(y ⊠ y) = max
‖y‖=1

(y ⊠ y)T(λmaxI −MQ)(y ⊠ y)

= max
‖y‖=1

(y ⊠ y)TM(y ⊠ y).

�

Remark 2 Problem (P3) can be viewed as a symmetric best rank-1 approximation of a fourth order

tensor. Indeed, it can be written as min
‖y‖=1

‖M− y⊗y⊗ y⊗y‖2, where M ∈ R
n+1×n+1×n+1×n+1
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is a symmetric tensor constructed from M . This problem is difficult to solve and some standard

algorithms, such as ALS, could be adapted to deal with it. However, ignoring the symmetry generally

leads to faster convergence. For this reason, reducing the system to a standard three-way rank-1

approximation problem is attractive under the algorithmic point of view.

In the following, we establish a link between (P3) and a rank-1 three-way tensor approximation

problem. Let (λk,vk), 1 ≤ k ≤ K, K = rankM , be the k-th eigenpair of M . Due to the semi-

definiteness of M , we can define real vectors tk =
√
λkvk ∈ R

(n+1)2 . Set T k = Unvec(tk). The

matrices T k can be viewed as frontal slices of a three-way tensor T ∈ R
n+1×n+1×K [Kolda 2009],

as illustrated in Figure 4.1.

T =

T 1
T 2

TK

Figure 4.1: Frontal slices of a three-way tensor T ∈ R
n+1×n+1×K .

Now, define the following rank-1 tensor approximation problem with two identical factors.

P4:





p⋆4 = min
y,w
‖T − y ⊗ y ⊗w‖.

s.t. ‖y‖ = 1.

The following proposition holds.

Proposition 4.2.3 (P3) ⇐⇒ (P4).

Proof: Expand matrix M into its eigencomponents as: M =
∑K

k=1 λkvkv
T

k =
∑K

k=1 tkt
T

k , and

write the objective function of (P3) as (y ⊠ y)TM (y ⊠ y) =
∑K

k=1(y ⊠ y)Ttkt
T

k (y ⊠ y). Set

wk = (y ⊠ y)Ttk. Problem (P3) can be rewritten as

max
(y,w)∈C

∑K
k=1wkt

T

k (y ⊠ y) (4.3)

where C = {(y,w) ∈ R
n × R

K , : ‖y‖ = 1, w = [w1 w2 . . . wK ]T, wk = (y ⊠ y)Ttk, 1 ≤ k ≤
K}. Next, we have the equivalence

max
(y,w)∈C

K∑

k=1

wkt
T

k (y ⊠ y) ⇐⇒ min
(y,w)∈C

K∑

k=1

tTk tk − wkt
T

k (y ⊠ y).

Yet, since (y,w) ∈ C, it turns out that tTk tk − wkt
T

k (y ⊠ y) = ‖tk − wk(y ⊠ y)‖2, 1 ≤ k ≤ K.

Therefore, Problem (P3) is equivalent to

min
(y,w)∈C

K∑

k=1

‖tk − wk(y ⊠ y)‖2 (4.4)
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or, to minimize the Lagrangian:

Υ(y,w) =

K∑

k=1

‖tk − wk(y ⊠ y)‖2 + η(‖y‖ − 1) +

K∑

k=1

γk(wk − (y ⊠ y)Ttk),

where γk, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, and η are Lagrangian multipliers.

We now need to relax the constraint on wk. Stationary points w.r.t. wk yield

∂Υ(y,w)

∂wk
= −2(tk − wk(y ⊠ y))T(y ⊠ y) + γk = 0 =⇒

=⇒ (−tk +wk(y ⊠ y))T(y ⊠ y) + γk/2 = 0.

Now using all the constraints defined in C (i.e. stationary equations w.r.t. γk and η), the latter

equation leads to γk = 0, ∀k, which means that the constraints on wk do not need to be imposed.

Hence we end up with the simplified Lagrangian:

Υ(y,w) =

K∑

k=1

‖tk − wk(y ⊠ y)‖2 + η(‖y‖ − 1). (4.5)

To complete the proof, note that by reshaping the entries of the vectors tk using the Unvec opera-

tor, (5) can still be written with the help of matrix slices:

min
‖y‖=1,w

∑K
k=1 ‖T k − wkyy

T‖2 (4.6)

or in its tensor representation

min
‖y‖=1,w

‖T − y ⊗ y ⊗w‖2.

�

Problem (P4) is a best partially symmetric rank-1 approximation, which cannot be directly tackled

by standard tensor approximation algorithms. However, this problem can still be changed in order to

drop the constraint of identical factors.

According to [Friedland 2013], the best rank-1 approximation of a real symmetric tensor with re-

spect to a subset of indices (modes) can be chosen symmetric with respect to this subset (see Theorem

1 therein). Thus, if tensor T in Problem (P4) were symmetric with respect to the first two modes, we

would not need to impose any constraint on the factors, so that the best rank-1 approximation could

be chosen partially symmetric.

In general, T is not symmetric with respect to the first two modes. However, the linear transfor-

mation T ′
k = (T k + TT

k )/2 on each k-th slice T k of T , ensures that any best partially symmetric

rank-1 approximation of T is actually a best rank-1 approximation of a tensor T ′ with slices T ′
k

(which is therefore symmetric with respect to the first two modes). In other words, Problem (P4) can

be reduced to the problem

P5:





p⋆5 = min
x,y,w

‖T ′ − x⊗ y ⊗w‖.

s.t. ‖y‖ = 1.

Before proving this, we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.2.4 Let f(X,α) =
∑K

k=1 ‖Ak−αkX‖2 and g(X ,α) =
∑K

k=1 ‖(Ak+AT

k )/2−αkX‖2
with X ,Ak ∈ R

n×n, 1 ≤ k ≤ K , α = [α1 α2 . . . αK ]T. If X is symmetric, then

argmin
X,α

f(X,α) = argmin
X,α

g(X ,α).

Proof: Let h(X,α) =
∑K

k=1 ‖AT

k − αkX‖2. Since X is symmetric, it follows that

argmin
X,α

f(X,α) = argmin
X,α

h(X ,α) = argmin
X,α

f(X,α) + h(X ,α).

By expanding the functions,

f(X,α) + h(X ,α) = 2‖X‖2
K∑

k=1

α2
k − 2

K∑

k=1

αk trace{(Ak +AT

k )X}+ 2
K∑

k

‖Ak‖2, and

g(X ,α) = ‖X‖2
K∑

k=1

α2
k −

K∑

k=1

αk trace{(Ak +AT

k )X}+
1

4

K∑

k=1

‖Ak +AT

k ‖2.

Thus, f(X,α) + h(X ,α) = 2g(X ,α) + c, for some constant c, and the proof is complete. �

Proposition 4.2.5 Let SP4 and SP5 be the sets of rank-1 tensors that minimize Problems (P4) and

(P5), respectively. Then SP4 ⊆ SP5.

Proof: Since yyT is symmetric, we can apply Lemma 4.2.4 to the cost function of the slice form of

Problem (P4) to show that

argmin
y,w

K∑

k=1

‖T k − wkyy
T‖2 = argmin

y,w

K∑

k=1

‖T ′
k − wkyy

T‖2.

That means that any rank-1 tensor X = y ⊗ y ⊗w ∈ SP4 is a partially symmetric rank-1 tensor that

minimizes (P5), which is in turn a best rank-1 approximation from Theorem 1 in [Friedland 2013].

Therefore, ∀X ∈ SP4,X ∈ SP5 =⇒ SP4 ⊆ SP5. �

4.3 Discussion on the real tensor approach

The goal of this section is to point out the advantages and disadvantages of using rank-1 tensor approx-

imation algorithms to solve quadratic polynomials systems in the real field. We start describing the

drawbacks, but with the intention of emphasizing some aspects that mitigate part of the deficiencies

of the approach.

• Apart from the case described in Remark 1, Problems (P1) and (P2) are not equivalent in gen-

eral. Thus, solving Problem (P5) does not ensure that the factor y obtained with a rank-1 tensor

approximation method satisfies the condition yn+1 6= 0. In this case, the standard ALS al-

gorithm can be adapted by setting yn+1 = 1 at every iteration in order to avoid undesirable

solutions. However, this adaptation can compromise the convergence of the algorithm.
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• Problems (P4) and (P5) are not equivalent either, which means that a non symmetric rank-1

approximation can be a minimizer of (P5). However, routine simulations have shown that ALS

delivers (partially) symmetric rank-1 approximations for (partially) symmetric tensors.

• The complexity for constructing tensor T is of order O{mn4 +n6}, which comes mainly from

the computation of M and the eigenpairs (λk,vk), 1 ≤ k ≤ K .

• Solutions delivered by iterative tensor approximation algorithms have an initialization depen-

dence, which means that such methods do not guarantee that the optimum solution of the best

rank-1 approximation problem is attained. However, the solution delivered by Problem (P5)

allows us to test whether x satisfies or not System (P1). If it does not, we can run again the

algorithms with other initializations.

• Contrary to (numerical) algebraic geometry methods, such as those described in [Cox 2006,

Verschelde 1999], tensor approximation algorithms can find only a solution of (P1). As a metter

of fact, the latter should run several times with different initializations in order to find other

possible solutions.

On the other hand, we can take advantage of tensor approach for solving quadratic polynomial

systems. We emphasize the following points:

• Numerical experiments for generic systems have shown that yn+1 6= 0 is always satisfied for

the standard ALS method with random initializations.

• The best rank-1 tensor approximation problem is well-posed, which means that Problem (P5)

has always a partially symmetric minimizer.

• When System (P1) is inconsistent, the tensor approach gives a solution that fits (P1). Thus,

tensor approach can be useful when a system becomes inconsistent due to perturbations.

• Tensor approach can be applied to square, under-determined and over-determined systems, and

zero-dimensional and positive-dimensional systems.

• ALS algorithm is easy to implement and converges fast for generic tensors approximations.

Additionally, ALS has also locally convergence properties. When the starting point is in the

neighborhood of a global solution of (P5) then the iterates of ALS converge linearly to this

solution [Uschmajew 2012].

• Although tensor approximation algorithms can not find all solutions of (P1), they can deal

with systems up to 20 variables/equations in a reasonable time, contrary to algebraic geometry

methods.

• Newton-based algorithms can not be applied to ill-conditioned systems, which is not a drawback

to tensor approximations algorithms.

• Although the construction of T ′ depends on the number of equations m, Problem (5) itself does

not depend on m, which is an advantage compared to other methods that take the number of

equations into account, such as those in [Schnabel 1984, Grigoriev 2005].
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4.4 Extension to the complex field

The theory developped in Section 4.2 for real tensors can be extended to the following complex

system:

P6:





xHA1x+ bT1x+ cT1x
∗ + d1 = 0

...

xHAmx+ bTmx+ cTmx∗ + dm = 0

,

where x ∈ C
n, Aj ∈ C

n×n, bj ∈ C
n, cj ∈ C

n, and dj ∈ C, for j = 1, . . . ,m.

Problem (P6) is not a general complex quadratic system since there is no terms of the form αijxixj
nor βijx

∗
i x

∗
j , for αij , βij ∈ C, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. As a metter of fact, general quadratic complex systems

cannot be formulated as rank-1 tensor approximation problems with the same approach detailed be-

fore, unless the systems should be separated in real and imaginary parts, in which case both the

number of variables and equations are doubled. Besides, rewrite a complex system by taking sepa-

rately the real and imaginary parts can be an unnecessary and annoying task, manly if the number of

equations/unknowns is large enough. On the other hand, without doubling the number of variables,

Problem (P6) can be reduced to a conjugate partially symmetric rank-1 tensor approximation problem,

which can be solved by performing an algorithm called CPS (see Section 4.5).

The following lemma shows that each polynomial in (P6) is equivalent to two polynomial equa-

tions composed of Hermitian matrices.

Lemma 4.4.1 Let y = [xT 1]T ∈ C
n+1. For every j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m},

xHAjx+ bTj x+ cTj x
∗ + dj = 0 ⇐⇒

{
yHQjy = 0

yHQj+my = 0,

where

Qj =




Aj +AH

j b∗j + cj

bTj + cHj dj + d∗j


 and Qj+m =

1

i




Aj −AH

j cj − b∗j

bTj − cHj dj − d∗j


 ,

with i =
√
−1.

Proof: The proof follows directly from the real and imaginary parts of each equation in (P6). Hence,

we have

ℜ{xHAjx+ bTj x+ cTj x
∗ + dj} = 0

⇐⇒ xH(Aj +AH

j )x+ (bTj + cHj )x+ (cTj + bHj )x
∗ + dj + d∗j = 0

⇐⇒ yHQjy = 0,
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and

ℑ{xHAjx+ bTj x+ cTj x
∗ + dj} = 0

⇐⇒ 1

i

(
xH(Aj −AH

j )x+ (bTj − cHj )x+ (cTj − bHj )x
∗ + dj − d∗j

)
= 0

⇐⇒ yHQj+my = 0.

�

We can define p̃(y) =
∑2m

j=1 |yHQjy|2, and write the following optimization problem

P7:





p⋆7 = min
y
p̃(y)

s.t. ‖y‖ = 1.

(P6) and (P7) are connected problems as (P1) and (P2) are for the real case, which means that the

solutions of System (P6) are minimizers of (P7). Yet, by defining M̃Q =
∑2m

j=1Q
∗
j ⊠ Qj , we can

draw up the equivalent problem

P8:





p⋆8 = max
y

(y∗
⊠ y)HM̃(y∗

⊠ y)

s.t. ‖y‖ = 1,

where M̃ ∈ C
(n+1)2×(n+1)2 is a semidefinite positive matrix given by M̃ = λmaxI − M̃Q, with

λmax the largest eigenvalue of M̃Q. Thus, the equivalence between (P2) and (P3) is extended to the

complex case with (P7) and (P8).

Remark 3 We could define p̃(y) =
∑2m

j=1(y
HQjy)

2 since Qj are Hermitian matrices, which would

lead to a cost function for (P8) given by (y⊠y)HM̃(y⊠y), with M̃Q =
∑2m

j=1Qj ⊠Qj . However,

as we will see in Section 4.5, it would imply to conceive a more complex algorithm to tackle complex

tensors.

The same reasoning used to construct the partially symmetric rank-1 approximation (P4) from

(P3) can be applied here. We omit again the details because they are identical to those of the real case.

Thus, (P8) is equivalent to the rank-1 tensor problem given by

P9:





p⋆9 = min
y,w
‖T − y ⊗ y∗ ⊗w‖.

s.t. ‖y‖ = 1,

with T ∈ C
n+1×n+1×K̃ , and K̃ ≤ rank{M̃}. Problem (P9) is actually a conjugated partially

symmetric rank-1 approximation.

Theorem 1 in [Friedland 2013] cannot be extended to conjugated partially symmetric complex

tensors2. In other words, we cannot ensure that a best rank-1 approximation of a such tensor can be

2Even to partially symmetric complex tensors.
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chosen conjugated partially symmetric. Hence, we cannot derive a best rank-1 approximation problem

as (P5), so that we should directly tackle Problem (P9). For this, we propose an algorithm called CPS,

based on the stationary equations of (P9). This algorithm is described in the next section.

4.5 Conjugated partially symmetric rank-1 approximation

In order to compute the best conjugated partially symmetric rank-1 approximation of a tensor in the

complex field, we propose an alternating algorithm, based on the stationary equations of the La-

grangian of the matrix slice form of Problem (P9), which follows

L = µ
(
‖y‖2 − 1

)
+

K̃∑

k=1

‖T k − wkyy
H‖2.

The stationary equations are





∂L
∂µ

= 0 =⇒ ‖y‖2 = 1.

∂L
∂w∗

k

= 0 =⇒ wk =
yHT ky

‖y‖4 , ∀k.

∂L
∂y

= 0 =⇒ ∑K̃
k=1

(
w∗
kT k +wkT

H

k − 2|wk|2‖y‖2I
)
y = µ∗y.

(4.7)

By using the first stationary equation of (4.7), it follows that

wk = yHT ky and

K̃∑

k=1

(
w∗
kT k +wkT

H

k − 2|wk|2I
)
y = µ∗y. (4.8)

By multiplying both sides of the second equation of (4.8) by yH, we obtain µ = 0. Hence,

K̃∑

k=1

(
w∗
kT k + wkT

H

k

)
y = γy, (4.9)

where γ = 2
∑K̃

k=1 |wk|2.

Notice that the Lagrangian can be rewritten as L = ‖T ‖2 − γ, which reveals that to mini-

mize L, we need to maximize γ. The maximization of γ in equation (4.9) and the equations wk =

yHT ky, 1 ≤ k ≤ K̃ can be solved alternately by the algorithm depicted in Alg.6. As a metter of fact,

for some y, we compute all wk and substitute them in equation (4.9). Thus, the update of y is per-

formed by taking the dominant eigenvector of
∑K̃

k=1

(
w∗
kT k + wkT

H

k

)
, since γ must be maximized.

Some remarks about the CPS algorithm:
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input : T ∈ C
n+1×n+1×K̃ .

output: y, wk, with k ∈ {1, K̃}.
Initialize y;

repeat
V ← 0;

for k = 1 to K̃ do

wk ← yHT ky;

V ← V + w∗
kT k + wkT

H

k ;

end

Set y as the eigenvector of V whose eigenvalue is maximum;

until some stopping criterion is satisfied;

Algorithm 6: CPS algorithm

• As described in Remark 3, if the definition of p̃(y) were p̃(y) =
∑2m

j=1(y
HQjy)

2, (P9) would

be a partially symmetric problem. However, the Lagrangian would be

L = µ
(
‖y‖2 − 1

)
+

K̃∑

k=1

‖T k − wkyy
T‖2,

in which case the stationary equation (4.9) would not be an eigevalue problem on y. The

problem could still be adapted to an eigenvalue problem but with a more complex matrix;

• The complexity per iteration of CPS algorithm is given byO{2(K̃+ρ)(n+1)2}, where ρ is the

number of steps3 used in Lanczo’s algorithm to compute the dominant eigenvector. For large

n, K̃ is also large, so that ρ can be dropped of the complexity, since it is generally a very small

value;

• The CPS algorithm can also be used to tackle the partially symmetric rank-1 approximation

problem (P4). In this case, the equations onwk and γ becomeswk = yTT ky and
∑K

k=1wk(T k+

T T

k )y = γy.

4.6 Examples on real and complex fields

In this section, we present some examples of solving multivariate quadratic systems. In the real case,

we use the standard ALS algorithm whereas for complex systems the algorithm used is the proposed

CPS. For both algorithms the stopping criterion is satisfied when either the maximum number of

iterations (itrmax = 10000) or the threshold |‖T − T̂ [itr]‖−‖T − T̂ [itr−1]‖| ≤ 10−6 for an estimate

T̂ at iteration itr, is attained.

Since CPS is also an initialization-dependent algorithm, we test four initialization algorithms:

SeROAP, THOSVD and ST-HOSVD (described in Chapter 2), and a conjugated random initialization

method. The latter consists of the selection of the tensor that minimizes the approximation error

from a sample of rank-1 tensors with conjugated factors, generated according to a uniform probability

3In chapters 1 and 2, we have used the variable k instead. Here k is already used as the index of the third mode of T .
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distribution with entries in [−1, 1]. Let L be the size of this sample and y(l),w(l), l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L},
be the factors of the lth-generated tensor. The factor y is initialized in CPS algorithm as follows

y = argmin
y(l)
‖T − y(l) ⊗ y(l)∗ ⊗w(l)‖.

The initializations can also be applied to the ALS algorithm, so that the conjugated random initial-

ization becomes a symmetric random initialization. The experiments have performed with Matlab c©

in an MAC OSX 10.8.5 with processor 3.2 GHz Intel core i5, and memory 8G 1600MHz DDR3.

Example 1: Let the overdetermined real system with 5 unknowns and 7 equations





x21 + x2x3 + x5 = 3

x22 + x2x5 − 2x3x4 + x25 = 5

x1x3 + x1x5 − x24 + x2 − x4 = 0.25

x1x2 + x23 + x3x5 − 3x2 = −1
x1x4 − 3x1x5 + 2x22 + x1 − x4 = −5
x21 + x23 + x24 − x25 + x4x5 = −0.75
x22 + x1 + x3 = 0

, (4.10)

where x = [1 0 − 1 0.5 2]T is the real solution. The tensor T ′ constructed from the system has

dimensions 6× 6× 21. The slices k′ such that ‖T k′‖ ≤ 10−6, for k′ ≤ 36 were ignored.

Table below shows the error of the estimation ‖x − x̂‖, and the time of execution to compute

the solution of (4.10), using ALS for four different initialization methods. The time to initialize the

algorithm is not considered in the table.

Initialization ‖x− x̂‖ time ALS (seconds)

Random (L = 50000) 3.1030e-4 3.5652

THOSVD 3.5023e-4 2.7237

ST-HOSVD 3.2092e-4 2.8074

SeROAP 3.2088e-4 2.7705

Table 4.1: Error estimation for different initializations using ALS algorithm for a (5, 7) system.

For all initializations, ALS delivers the approximative solution x̂ = [1 0 − 1.0003 0.4998 2]T.

Example 2: For the same overdetermined real system, consider the following diagram representa-

tion:

x y
f +

+
ỹ

ε

where f = [f1 f2 . . . f5]
T, and y = [y1 y2 . . . y5]

T, such that fi(x) = yi is the i-th equation

in (4.10). We estimate x for a given noisy output ỹ = y + ε, where ε is a perturbation vector
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distributed according to a gaussian measure with variance σ2. We use SeROAP to initialize ALS for

all simulations.

Table below shows the average estimation ‖x − x̂‖ for a sample of 1000 realizations with three

different values of σ. We notice that the average estimation is approximately equal to σ, which evinces

that our rank-1 tensor approach to solve the system is robust under perturbations.

σ Average ‖x− x̂‖ Average time ALS (seconds)

0.001 0.0011 3.0819

0.01 0.011 3.4510

0.1 0.1102 3.9467

Table 4.2: Average error estimation using ALS algorithm for a (5, 7) noisy system.

Example 3: Let the under-determined real system with 6 unknowns and 3 equations





3x21 + x1x2 − 3x22 − x2x6 = 1

−x23 + 2x4x5 + x1 + x2 = 3

x21 + 3x24 + 2x25 + x26 − 2x2 = 4

, (4.11)

Table 4.3 shows that one solution is extracted for ALS for all initializations. Indeed, maxj |x̂TQjx̂|
≤ 1.027·10−4, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2m, for all initializations. The solution x̂ = [1.1843 1.8156 0 0 0 −2.4957]T
was obtained with the finite algorithms SeROAP, ST-HOSVD, and THOSVD. While with the random

initialization we have extracted the solution x̂ = [1.6030 1.5943 − 1.1678 0.9735 0.5991 1.0286]T .

Initialization maxj |x̂T
Qjx̂| Time ALS (seconds)

Random (L = 50000) 1.8113e-5 0.2187

THOSVD 8.8285e-5 0.8268

ST-HOSVD 9.1748e-5 0.8159

SeROAP 1.0270e-4 0.8632

Table 4.3: Error estimation for different initializations using ALS algorithm for a (6, 3) system.

Example 4: Let the overdetermined complex system with 3 unknowns and 4 equations below





2|x1|2 + x∗1x2 + ix∗3 = 1 + i

−2x1x∗3 + x∗1x3 + |x2|2 − x2 = 1− 2i

−i|x3|2 + x∗2x3 − (1 + i)x1 + x∗2 = 1

−|x1|2 + 3|x3|2 + 3ix∗2 = −1

, (4.12)

where x = [i − i 1]T is the complex solution. As mentioned in Section 4.4, one way to solve this

system is to substitute each unknown by its complex form a + bj and solve a real system with twice

as many equations. However, this transformation introduces additional calculations, thereby we go

along to solve the problem directly using the rank-1 tensor approach.
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The tensor T constructed from the system has dimensions 4 × 4 × 16. As in the real case,

some slices of T were not taken into account because their norms are negligible. The estimation and

time performance using the CPS algorithm are presented in table below. For all initializations, the

algorithm extracts the solution [i − i 1]T.

Initialization ‖x− x̂‖ Time CPS (seconds)

Random (L = 50000) 9.5133e-6 1.3620

THOSVD 9.5666e-6 1.8400

ST-HOSVD 9.9688e-6 1.8066

SeROAP 1.2052e-5 1.6464

Table 4.4: Error estimation for different initializations using CPS algorithm for complex systems.

4.7 Performance evaluation of rank-1 tensor approach

In this section, we present some numerical experiments at which a solution of generic quadratic sys-

tems are extracted using the standard ALS and CPS algorithms for real and complex rank-1 tensor

approximations, respectively. For the real case, a total of 500 systems for each scenario (n,m) was

generated with the entries of Aj, bj, cj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, distributed according to a uniform measure

in [−1, 1]. For complex systems, the entries of the real and imaginary parts of Aj , bj, cj , dj , 1 ≤
j ≤ 2m, are also uniformly distributed in [−1, 1]. We have employed the symmetric (or conjugated

symmetric) random initialization.

Table 4.5 summarizes the percentage p of real systems in which a solution was successfully ob-

tained, and the average computational time for initialization, construction of T ′, and the rank-1 ap-

proximation itself. We assume that a solution satisfies a system if

max(|yTQ1y|, |yTQ2y|, . . . , |yTQmy|) ≤ 0.001.

All time measurements are denoted in seconds.

The results confirms that a solution of an MQ system can be extracted in a few seconds with

ALS algorithm. Notice that the computational time of the ALS algorithm is larger for systems having

variables as many as equations. For instance, compare scenarios (4, 4) and (6, 6) with scenarios (5, 4)

and (7, 9), respectively.

Scenario (n,m) Initialization Time Time for constructing T ′ Time ALS Total Time p (%)

(2, 3) 1.2707 8.5767e-04 0.0852 1.3567 100

(4, 4) 1.5190 0.0014 2.0137 3.5340 100

(5, 4) 1.5288 0.0024 0.4613 1.9925 100

(6, 6) 1.5800 0.0035 3.5453 5.1288 100

(7, 9) 1.6444 0.0051 0.9939 2.6433 98.6

(10, 8) 2.7514 0.0133 2.0391 4.8037 100

(10, 10) 2.7705 0.0133 8.8520 11.6358 100

(20, 20) 11.8718 0.1993 51.4871 63.5582 100
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Table 4.5: Performance of ALS algorithm to extract one solution of generic quadratic systems.

Table 4.6 shows the performance of CPS for some of the aforementioned scenarios but in the

complex field. We use the same metrics to evaluate our algorithm, except the condition in which a

solution satisfies a system that now is given by max(|yHQ1y|, |yHQ2y|, . . . , |yHQ2my|) ≤ 0.002.

Scenario (n,m) Initialization Time Time for constructing T ′ Time CPS Total Time p (%)

(2, 3) 7.2546 9.9674e-04 1.0424 8.2980 96

(4, 4) 8.1409 0.0020 30.9283 39.0712 70.2

(5, 4) 8.7274 0.0030 9.0716 17.8020 97.2

(10, 8) 27.2700 0.0217 36.4495 63.7413 79

Table 4.6: Performance of CPS algorithm to extract one solution of generic quadratic systems.

The performance of CPS algorithm to compute a conjugated partially symmetric rank-1 approxi-

mation and thus extract one solution of System (P6) is not good as in the real case. We eliminate the

scenarios where p < 70% so that only four scenarios are presented. Moreover, the initialization and

CPS times are large compared to the real scenarios. As before, the square system also presents larger

computational time among all scenarios.

4.8 Chapter Summary and Directions

We conclude this chapter by presenting the main points observed in the results and also we given some

directions for future work.

• Reduction of multivariate quadratic systems to best rank-1 three-way tensor approximation

problems. We showed that a general real MQ system can be reduced to a best rank-1 approxi-

mation of a three-way real tensor. The proof was delineated along four propositions in Section

4.2. This approach arises as a new mathematical tool to tackle MQ systems when one solu-

tion is suitable. Some discussions about the rank-1 tensor approach were outlined in Section

4.3. Therein, we saw that the rank-1 approximation itself does not depend on the number of

equations, which means that the dimensions of a tensor T , constructed from a system of m

equations, is independent of m. We also saw that there is no constraints of using our approach,

contrary to some other methods, such as the Newton-based one in [Dennis Jr 1996], where

the system must be square and nonsingular, or [Verschelde 1999], where the system must be

squared before applying the homotopy continuation. On the other hand, the main limitation of

the rank-1 tensor approach is the nonequivalence between problems (P1) and (P5). Although

ALS extracts one solution of an MQ system in general, we do not have yet a complete answer

for the following questions: (i) which cases yn+1 = 0 in (P2)? (ii) What is the set of tensors at

which SP4 = SP5? For (i), if we map all non trivial solutions of (P1) when cj = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
then all solutions of (P2) such that yn+1 = 0 are also mapped. We intend to study and perform

this mapping in a future work. For (ii), we claim that the set of partially symmetric tensors

whose rank-1 approximations are also partiality symmetric has volume measure equal to 1, but

no proof was presented here. Nevertheless, the iterative ALS algorithm applied to a partially
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symmetric tensor delivers a partially symmetric rank-1 approximation in general. Thus, from an

algorithmic point of view, the nonequivalence between problems (P1) and (P5) does not impose

any issue.

• Extension to complex quadratic systems. we extended our rank-1 tensor approach to complex

MQ systems with no monomials of the form xixj or x∗i x
∗
j , for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2m. Indeed, we saw

that such complex systems can be reduced to conjugated partially symmetric rank-1 three-way

approximation problems. As discussed in Section 4.4, any complex MQ system is equivalent to

a real MQ system with twice the number of variables and equations. However, with our rank-1

tensor approach, we kept the same number of variables as in the real case.

• Proposition of the CPS algorithm. In order to deal with the conjugated partially symmetric

rank-1 approximation problem, we proposed an alternating algorithm called CPS, based on the

stationary equations of (P9), which can also be applied to real tensors.

• Performance of the rank-1 tensor approach. Numerical experiments showed that ALS algorithm

extract a solution even for real systems of 20 variables/unknowns in a reasonable time, which is

not possible with standard algebraic geometry methods. In the complex case, we saw that CPS

algorithm is also capable of obtaining conjugated partially symmetric rank-1 approximations

but the performance is poorer than that obtained for real systems. We presented some examples

of real with/without perturbations, an example of complex system, and also a set of Monte

Carlo experiments for different sizes of systems to evince the efficiency of the rank-1 tensor

approximation approach.





CHAPTER 5

Alternating projections on orthogonal CP

tensor decomposition

This chapter concerns the exact decomposition of tensors with one semi-unitary factor matrix. Firstly,

we present a brief discussion on the alternating projection method and the orthogonal tensor decom-

position. We emphasize some applications and theoretical results in the literature.

Next, the description of our algorithm, called CAPD, combining the alternating projection method

and the deflation procedure is presented in details. We develop the algorithm based on the set (mani-

fold) of unit rank-1 matrices and a linear subspace. In the sequel, we perform a convergence study of

the CAPD algorithm, whose main features are the extraction of the right factors, and the convergence

under the transversality and non-tangential concepts. In this part, we resort to the main theorems

of [Lewis 2008, Andersson 2013] pointing out the convergence to the intersection of the manifolds.

These results are contextualized to the column-wise tensor decomposition, so that the convergence to

the exact decomposition is ensured.

Finally, we draw some numerical experiments evincing the efficiency of our proposed algorithm.

We finish this chapter presenting some conclusions and putting out future works.

Main contributions of this chapter:

• CAPD algorithm. We propose an algorithm, called CAPD, that combines the alternating projec-

tion method and the deflation of rank-1 tensors to solve the exact decomposition of a three-way

tensor with one semi-unitary factor matrix. The alternating projection part consists of iterative

projections onto the manifold of unitary rank-1 matrices and a linear subspace, aiming the com-

putation of one column of each factor matrix. Thus, we can construct a rank-1 component of

the tensor and deflated this component from the original tensor, so that the rank is reduced by

1. The process is repeated until all components can be extracted.

• Extraction of the right rank-1 component. We proof that a right rank-1 component is extracted

by our proposed algorithm if the alternating projection part converges to a point in the intersec-

tion of the manifolds. This is shown in Theorem 5.4.3.

• Convergence under the transversality concept. Under some conditions, we prove that if points

in the intersection of the manifolds involved in the column-wise orthogonal tensor decompo-

sition are transversal, and the starting point of CAPD algorithm is close to that intersection,

then the linear convergence of our algorithm is ensured. This results is presented in Proposition

5.4.7. However, the transversality concept applied to our problem imposes some limitations on

91
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the dimensions of the manifolds. Actually, apart from a special case, only a few components of

the tensor can be extracted.

• Convergence under the non-tangential concept. We prove a stronger result based on the non-

tangential concept. For the tensor decomposition problem with an orthogonal factor matrix,

we show that CAPD algorithm converges to a point in the intersection of the manifolds, when

the starting point is close enough to this intersection, and the manifolds are non-tangential

at any point in the intersection. This approach mitigates the limitation of the transversality

concept since now there is no restriction on the dimensions of the manifolds. This is depicted

in Proposition 5.4.9.

• Performance of CAPD algorithm. Finally, we show by simulations that the distance of iterates

of the CAPD algorithm converges log-linearly. We also show the drawbacks of estimating the

factor matrices all-at-once using the alternating projection method. Yet, the results evince that

CAPD is suitable for solving the aforementioned tensor problem.
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5.1 An introduction on alternating projections

The method of alternating projections consists of projecting iteratively a point onto manifolds, one af-

ter the other, in order to find a point in their intersection. To describe the method, let M1,M2, . . . ,Mn

be n manifolds in some space E. The alternating projection is given as follows

x(k+1) = πMn
· · · πM2πM1(x

(k)), ∀k = 0, 1, . . . (5.1)

where πMi
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n is the orthogonal projection operator onto Mi, and k is the iteration.

This method was originally proposed by von Neumann in 1930’s for two manifolds, and he also

proved that the sequence of alternating projections of two linear manifolds converges to a point in the

intersection [Von Neumann 1950].

Method 5.1 has also been much emphasized in the literature when the problem has two con-

vex manifolds. We highlight, for instance, the articles [Combettes 1990, Higham 2002, Gubin 1967,

Breg 1965] for some discussion and application of the alternating convex projection method.

The extension of alternating projections to nonconvex manifolds plays an important role in several

applications. We cite, for instance, those in control design [Grigoriadis 1999] and in image processing

[Bauschke 2002]. For n = 2, some important theoretical results on convergence of the alternating

nonconvex projection method are highlighted in the following.

In [Zangwill 1967], it is shown that if the sequence {x(k)}∞k=0 is bounded and the distance to

M1 ∩M2 is strictly decreasing, then there exists a convergent subsequence to a point in M1 ∩M2.

This results is known as the Zangwill’s global conergence theorem. However, it is a weak result since

it does not provide any information about the convergence of the complete sequence.

The authors in [Lewis 2008] introduce the concept of transversal manifolds and show that a linear

convergence of the alternating projection method can be ensured if the manifolds are transversal at

some point in M1 ∩ M2 and the starting point x(0) is close enough to M1 ∩ M2. However, this

approach presents a restriction on the dimensions of the manifolds. In order to drop the limitation of

the traversal concept, the authors in [Andersson 2013] proposed a new concept called non-tangencial

intersection point, which generalizes that of transversality. Both the transversality and non-tangential

concepts will be studied in the context of orthogonal tensor decomposition. Some results of these two

last publications are presented here and contextualized to our specific problem.

5.2 Column-wise orthogonal tensor decomposition

A tensor is orthogonal if its rank-1 decomposable components are orthogonal to one another, i.e.,

〈X i,X j〉 = 0, ∀i 6= j, for the rank-R tensor T = X 1 + X 2 + · · · + XR, where X i are rank-

1 tensors. The notion of orthogonality between a couple of decomposable tensors depends on the

level of coupling between their factors. To be clearer, consider two three-way decomposable tensors

X 1 = a1 ⊗ b1 ⊗ c1 and X 2 = a2 ⊗ b2 ⊗ c2. The tensors X 1 and X 2 are completely orthogonal

if a1 ⊥ a2, b1 ⊥ b2 and c1 ⊥ c2. Actually, all factors do not need to be orthogonal to one another

to ensure the orthogonality of the tensor. For instance, if only a1 ⊥ a2, then 〈X 1,X 2〉 = 0. Indeed,
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〈X 1,X 2〉 = 〈a1,a2〉〈b1, b2〉〈c1, c2〉. Herein, for a rank-R tensor, we assume that the factor matrix

A of a tensor T is semi-unitary1 , which implies that 〈ai,aj〉 = δ(i − j), ensuring the orthogonality

of T . We call column-wise orthogonal tensor decomposition the decomposition of a tensor whose

at least one of the factors matrices is semi-unitary. Notice that if all factor matrices are semi-unitary

then the tensor is of unit norm and completely orthogonal. For other notions of orthogonality, see the

article [Kolda 2001].

The column-wise orthogonal tensor decomposition plays an important role in several applications,

such as blind source separation [De Lathauwer 2007], array processing[Miron 2008],and wireless sys-

tems [Sørensen 2010]. Some important results are drawn in the literature. In [Wang 2015], the authors

show that the best orthogonal low rank approximation of a tensor, with one semi-unitary factor matrix,

always exists. Additionally, for almost all tensors, they also show that the ALS algorithm converges

globally. In [Sørensen 2012], the authors discuss the uniqueness and low-rank approximation proper-

ties of a CP decomposition with a semi-unitary matrix factor. In the following, we apply the results

of alternating projection methods to solve this kind of decomposition.

5.3 Combined deflation and alternating projection algorithm

Let A ∈ K
I×R,B ∈ K

J×R and C ∈ K
K×R be the factor matrices of a tensor T with entries in some

field K. We assume that rank(T ) = R is known, and that one of the factor matrices is column-wise

orthogonal, say A. This implies R ≤ I . Actually, without loss of generality, A can be viewed as a

semi-unitary matrix due to scalar elementary indeterminacies (unitary if R = I).

Let T = A (C ⊙B)T be the mode-1 unfolding of tensor T . Since A is semi-unitary, AHA = I.

Therefore, after elementary operations

T HA = C∗ ⊙B∗ (5.2)

For a specific column of A, namely ar, we derive from equation (5.2) that

T Har = c∗r ⊠ b∗r, (5.3)

where br and cr are the r-th column of the matrices B and C, respectively.

We propose a combined alternating projection and deflation algorithm, called CAPD, that recovers

all factor matrices of a given orthogonal tensor T with a semi-unitary factor. The idea is to solve first

the equation 5.3 with an alternating projection algorithm in order to estimate the factors ar, br and

cr, and to perform the deflation of the rank-1 component ar⊗ br⊗ cr from T , obtaining thus a rank-

(R− 1) tensor T − ar ⊗ br ⊗ cr. The process is repeated2 R− 2 times until all rank-1 components

are estimated.

Let T [r] be the mode-1 unfolding of a rank-(R− r+ 1) tensor in K
I×J×K , with 1 ≤ r ≤ R. We

define the following linear subspace

1The upcoming reasoning is identical if B or C were semi-unitary.
2After the last deflation, the algorithm yields a rank-1 tensor, whose factors are easily obtained by computing an eco-

nomic SVD.
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Mr = {x ∈ K
JK :

(
T H

[r]T
H+
[r] − I

)
x = 0}, (5.4)

and the manifold

N = {x ∈ K
JK : x = c⊠ b, ‖x‖ = 1,∀b ∈ K

J \ {0} and ∀c ∈ K
K \ {0} }, (5.5)

which are the column space of TH

[r]T
H+
[r] and the subset of unit Kronecker vectors in K

JK , respectively.

By applying the Unvec operator on x, N can be actually viewed as the set of J ×K unit-norm rank-

1 matrices. In the proposed CAPD algorithm, the factors ar, br and cr are computed by using the

alternating projection onto these two manifolds. We set initially T [1] = T . CAPD is described in

Algorithm (7). The upper indices denote the k-th iteration of the algorithm, and πMr
and πN are the

projection operators onto Mr and N, respectively. Notice that πMr
= TH

[r]T
H+
[r] .

input : T ∈ K
I×J×K : input data

output: Â, B̂ and Ĉ: factor matrices

T ← mode-1 unfolding of T ;

T [1] ← T ;

Define N;

for r = 1 to R− 1 do
Define the linear subspace Mr from T [r];

Initialize b
(0)
r and c

(0)
r ;

x
(0)
r ← πMr

(c
(0)
r ⊠ b

(0)
r );

k ← 0;

repeat
k ← k + 1;

x
(k)
r ← πMr

πN(x
(k−1)
r );

until some stopping criteria are satisfied;

âr ← TH+
[r] x

(k)
r ;

b̂r ← conjugate of the left singular vector of Unvec(x
(k)
r );

ĉr ← right singular vector of Unvec(x
(k)
r );

Â(:, r)← âr; B̂(:, r)← b̂r; Ĉ(:, r)← ĉr;

T [r+1] ← T [r] − âr(ĉr ⊠ b̂r)
T;

end

T [R] is the mode-1 unfolding of the last rank-1 component of T .

Algorithm 7: CAPD algorithm

The algorithm works as follows. For every r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R − 1}, the vectors b
(0)
r and c

(0)
r are

randomly initialized so that c
(0)
r ⊠ b

(0)
r 6∈ ker(T [r]), otherwise x

(0)
r = 0 and the algorithm would not

extract the r-th rank-1 component. The vector x
(0)
r is introduced into a repeat loop that consists of

the alternating projection phase. If x
(k)
r converges to a point in Mr ∩ N , then the estimated factor

âr is computed by solving in the least square sense the equation (5.3) for a given x
(k)
r = c

(k)
r ⊠ b

(k)
r .
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Clearly, the factors b̂r and ĉr are directly obtained from the singular vectors of Unvec(x
(k)
r ) as shown

in Algorithm (7).

After the estimation of âr, b̂r, and ĉr, we deflate the original tensor by the rank-1 component

âr(ĉr ⊠ b̂r)
T, and perform again R− 2 times the alternating projection procedure in order to find the

other components of the factor matrices A,B and C.

Remark 4 Neither the convergence of the CAPD algorithm to a point x⋆
r ∈Mr∩N nor the estimation

of the right factors ar, br and cr can be ensured. However, theoretical results in the next section

guarantee local convergence and the extraction of the suitable factors.

Remark 5 Instead of estimating one-by-one the rank-1 components, we could try to estimate all

components all-at-once from equation (5.2). However, the orthogonality of the estimated factor Â

would not be ensured anymore unless a constraint is imposed. Actually, all columns of the matrix

factors could be collinear, as we will show in Section 5.5. Moreover, the estimation of all factors

all-at-once requires more computations.

5.4 Convergence study on CAPD algorithm

This section deals with important results on the convergence of CAPD algorithm. We start with the

proof of some essential lemmas, which will be important to demonstrate that the extraction of one

rank-1 component of the tensor is ensured if CAPD method converges to some point in Mr ∩ N for

every r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R − 1}. Finally, based on the ideas within [Lewis 2008], we show that CAPD

algorithm has locally linear convergence properties.

Lemma 5.4.1 Let c
(k)
r ⊠b

(k)
r = πN(x

(k−1)
r ) be the unit rank-1 approximation of vector x

(k−1)
r at k-th

iteration of CAPD algorithm. If c
(0)
r ⊠ b

(0)
r 6∈ ker(T [r]) then for every k ≥ 1, c

(k)
r ⊠ b

(k)
r 6∈ ker(T [r])

either.

Proof: c
(0)
r ⊠b

(0)
r 6∈ ker(T [r]) = ker(T H+

[r] ) =⇒ x
(0)
r ∈ Ran(T H

[r])\{0}. Since c
(1)
r ⊠b

(1)
r 6⊥ x

(0)
r ,

it follows that c
(1)
r ⊠ b

(1)
r 6∈ ker(T [r]). The same reasoning can be applied to the next iterations, and

the proof is complete. �

Lemma 5.4.2 Let a
(k)
r = T H+

[r]
(c

(k)
r ⊠ b

(k)
r ) be the minimal norm solution at k-th iteration in CAPD

algorithm. Then for all k ≥ 0, a
(k)
r is a linear combination of the columns of A.

Proof: It follows directly from the mode-1 unfolding T = A(C ⊙B)T that the columns of A span

Ran(T ). Yet, a
(k)
r ∈ Ran(TH+

[r] ) = Ran(T [r]) ⊆ Ran(T ). �

Theorem 5.4.3 Let T be a tensor whose factor A is a column-wise orthogonal matrix. Assume

that T has an essentially unique decomposition, and c
(0)
r ⊠ b

(0)
r 6∈ ker(T [r]), 1 ≤ r ≤ R − 1. If

x
(k)
r , k ≥ 0, converges to a point x⋆

r ∈Mr ∩N in CAPD algorithm, then âr ⊗ b̂r ⊗ ĉr is one of the

rank-1 components of T .
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Proof: From 5.4.1 x⋆
r 6= 0 because c

(0)
r ⊠ b

(0)
r 6∈ ker(T [r]), which implies that âr 6= 0, b̂r 6= 0, and

ĉr 6= 0. From Lemma 5.4.2, âr can be written as a linear combination of the columns of the factor A.

That is, âr =
∑R

i=1 αiai. Since x
(k)
r → x⋆

r ∈ Mr ∩ N, it follows that âr, b̂r and ĉr satisfy equation

(5.3), so that x⋆
r = ĉ∗r ⊠ b̂

∗

r . Substituting âr in (5.3)

T Hâr = ĉ∗r ⊠ b̂
∗

r =⇒
R∑

i=1

αiT
Hai = ĉ∗r ⊠ b̂

∗

r =⇒ ĉr ⊠ b̂r =

R∑

i=1

α∗
i (ci ⊠ bi).

Now, let αj 6= 0 for some j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R}, and write

cj ⊠ bj =
1

α∗
j


ĉr ⊠ b̂r −

R∑

i=1
i 6=j

α∗
i (ci ⊠ bi)


 .

Yet, a decomposition of T along the mode-1 is given by

T = a1(c1 ⊠ b1)
T + · · ·+ aR(cR ⊠ bR)

T.

Thus, plugging the expression of cj ⊠ bj into that of T and reorganizing the factors we obtain

T =

(
a1 −

α∗
1

α∗
j

aj

)
(c1 ⊠ b1)

T + · · ·+
(
aj−1 −

α∗
j−1

α∗
j

aj

)
(cj−1 ⊠ bj−1)

T +
1

α∗
j

aj(ĉr ⊠ b̂r)
T+

+

(
aj+1 −

α∗
j+1

α∗
j

aj

)
(cj+1 ⊠ bj+1)

T + · · ·+
(
aR −

α∗
R

α∗
j

aj

)
(cR ⊠ bR)

T.

It is important to mention that ĉr ⊠ b̂r is not in the column space of the vectors {c1 ⊠ b1, . . . , cj−1 ⊠

bj−1, cj+1 ⊠ bj+1, . . . , cR ⊠ bR}, otherwise rank(T ) < R.

Since the first factor matrix is column-wise orthogonal and the decomposition is essentially unique,

the vectors

{a1 −
α∗
1

α∗
j

aj , . . . ,aj−1 −
α∗
j−1

α∗
j

aj,
1

α∗
j

aj,aj+1 −
α∗
j+1

α∗
j

aj , . . . ,aR −
α∗
R

α∗
j

aj}

are orthogonal to one another. In particular, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R} − {j}

(
ai −

α∗
i

α∗
j

aj

)H(
1

α∗
j

aj

)
= 0 =⇒ αi = 0,

which implies that âr = αjaj and ĉr ⊠ b̂r = α∗
j (cj ⊠ bj). As ĉr ⊠ b̂r is a unit vector, it follows that

|αj | = 1/‖cj ⊠ bj‖.
To eliminate scalar indeterminances, assume ‖cj ⊠ bj‖ = 1, which leads to |αj | = 1. Thus,

âr ⊗ b̂r ⊗ ĉr = |αj |aj ⊗ bj ⊗ cj = aj ⊗ bj ⊗ cj ,

and the proof is complete. �

Corollary 5.4.4 x⋆
r ∈Mr ∩N =⇒ x⋆

r is a column of C∗ ⊙B∗.
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Proof: Up to scalar elementary indeterminances, it follows from Theorem 5.4.3 that x⋆
r = ĉ∗r⊠b̂

∗

r =

αj(c
∗
j ⊠ b∗j), for some j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R}. �

Theorem 5.4.3 ensures that one rank-1 component of tensor T can be extracted if CAPD con-

verges to a limit point x⋆
r ∈ Mr ∩ N. Actually, the convergence is not globally ensured since N is

a non-convex manifold, which means that CAPD can get stuck if the starting point is badly chosen.

Therefore, we focus our convergence study of CAPD method on starting points close to Mr ∩ N,

in which case we can draw some important results in the real field. Before, we introduce two basic

definitions on manifolds.

Definition 1 [Lewis 2008] In some space E, let A and B be two Ck-manifolds around a point x ∈
A ∩B. The manifolds A and B are transverse at x if

TA(x) + TB(x) = E,

where TA(x) and TB(x) are the tangent spaces to A and B at x, respectively.

Definition 2 [Andersson 2013] In some space E, let A and B be two Ck-manifolds around a point

x ∈ A ∩B. x is a non-tangential point if and only if

TA(x) ∩ TB(x) = TA∩B(x),

where TA(x), TB(x) and TA∩B(x) are the tangent spaces to A, B and A ∩B at x, respectively

According to [Lewis 2008], if two smooth manifolds are transverse, and the initialization is close

enough to their intersection, then the alternating projection method converges linearly to a point at the

intersection of the manifolds. This is stated in the following theorem

Theorem 5.4.5 [Lewis 2008] In some space E, let A and B be two transverse manifolds around a

point x̄ ∈ A ∩B. If the initial point x0 ∈ E is close to x̄, then the method of alternating projections

x(k+1) = πAπB(x
(k)), (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .)

is well-defined, and the distance dA∩B(xk) from the iterate xk to the intersection A ∩ B decreases

Q-linearly3 to zero.

In our case, Mr are linear subspaces and N is locally smooth in the Euclidean space (see Example

2 in [Lewis 2008]). Thus, in particular conditions, the manifolds Mr and N are transverse for every

r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R− 1}. This is shown in the following.

Lemma 5.4.6 Let R = {x ∈ R
JK : x = c⊠ b,∀b ∈ R

J \ {0} and ∀c ∈ R
K \ {0} }. Then ∀x ∈ R

it follows that TR(x) = TN(x/‖x‖).
3The distance decreases Q-linearly to zero is limk→∞ ‖xk − x

⋆‖/‖xk+1 − x
⋆‖ = 0, for some x

⋆ ∈ A ∩B.
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Proof: Note that R can be viewed as the set of J ×K rank-1 matrices. According to [Lewis 2008],

the tangent space of R is given by

TR(x) = {y ∈ R
JK : uT

i Unvec(y)vj = 0, ∀1 < i ≤ J, 1 < j ≤ K}

where {u1,u2, . . . ,uJ} and {v1,v2, . . . ,vK} are the sets of left and right singular vectors of the

matrix Unvec(x) = σ1u1v
T
1 , σ1 > 0.

Define U = {x ∈ R
JK : ‖x‖ = 1}. Since the tangent space does not depend on the singular

value σ1, and R ∩ U = N, it follows that TR(x) = TR(x/‖x‖) = TN(x/‖x‖). �

Proposition 5.4.7 Let T ∈ R
I×J×K be a rank-R tensor with factor A column-wise orthogonal.

Assume neither C nor B have collinear columns. In CAPD algorithm, Mr and N are transverse

manifolds at any point x ∈Mr ∩N if r ≤ R− (J − 1)(K − 1), for r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R− 1} .

Proof: Let x ∈ Mr ∩ N, for some r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R − 1}. According to Lemma 5.4.6, the tangent

space of N at x is given by

TN(x) = {y ∈ R
JK : uT

i Unvec(y)vj = 0, ∀1 < i ≤ J, 1 < j ≤ K},

for left and right singular vectors {u1,u2, . . . ,uJ} and {v1,v2, . . . ,vK} of the matrix Unvec(x) =

u1v
T

1 of dimension J ×K .

Let K(x) = {vec(u1v
T

1 ), vec(u1v
T

2 ), . . . , vec(u1v
T

K), vec(u2v
T

1 ), . . . , vec(uJv
T

1 )}. Note that

all vectors in K(x) are orthogonal to one another so that they span a J +K − 1 subspace in R
JK .

Let also D(x) = {z ∈ R
JK : z = vec(uiv

T

j ), ∀1 < i ≤ J, 1 < j ≤ K}. Clearly, D(x) ∩
TN(x) = ∅. Actually, D(x) is a set of orthogonal vectors that is the complement of TN(x). Indeed,

D(x)+K(x) = R
JK =⇒ D(x)+TN(x) = R

JK because K(x) ⊆ TN(x). Thus, we can conclude

that J +K − 1 is the dimension of TN(x) = Span{K(x)}.
Now, define H the set composed of the possible columns of C ⊙B. Since neither C nor B have

collinear columns, {
K(x)− {vec(u1v

T

1 )}
}
∩H = ∅,

and thereby K(x)− {vec(u1v
T

1 )} 6⊆Mr = TMr
(x).

Note that vec(u1v
T

1 ) is the only vector of K(x) in TMr
(x) so that any linear combination of

at least two vectors in K(x) does not lie in TMr
(x). In other words, Span{K(x)} ∩ TMr

(x) =

TN(x) ∩ TMr
(x) = {β vec(u1v

T

1 )} for β ∈ R. Yet, the dimension of TMr
(x) is equal to R − r + 1

since rank(T T

[r]T
T+
[r] ) = R− r + 1. Hence,

dim{TN(x) + TMr
(x)} = dim{TN(x)}+ dim{TMr

(x)} − dim{TN(x) ∩ TMr
(x)}

= J +K +R− 1− r.

Thus, in order to ensure transversality between the manifolds, we should have J +K +R− 1− r ≥
JK =⇒ r ≤ R− (J − 1)(K − 1). �

Although Proposition 5.4.7 ensures the transversality between the manifolds Mr and N and, thus,

the linear convergence of our algorithm, the condition r ≤ R − (J − 1)(K − 1) is very restrictive.
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Indeed, to ensure the convergence of CAPD algorithm when r = R − 1, we must have R − 1 ≤
R − (J − 1)(K − 1) =⇒ (J − 1)(K − 1) ≤ 1, which is true only when J ≤ 2,K ≤ 2. In

other cases, Proposition 5.4.7 can only ensure, at best, the convergence for a few values of r. For

some scenarios, Table 5.1 shows how many rank-1 components can be ensured by CAPD using the

transversality concept.

(J,K) R # of rank-1 components

(2, 2) 2 2

(3, 3) 2 0

(3, 3) 3 0

(5, 5) 3 0

(5, 5) 20 4

(6, 8) 20 0

(6, 8) 40 5

(10, 15) 100 0

(20, 20) 100 0

Table 5.1: Number of estimated components ensured by CAPD under the transversality concept.

Notice that both the dimension I (omitted in the table) and the rank R must be much larger than

J and K in general, in order to estimate some rank-1 components with convergence guarantees. Even

for rank-100 tensors with dimensions I × 20 × 20, with I ≥ 100 for ensuring the column-wise

orthogonality of factor A, the convergence to any component cannot be ensured by our algorithm.

Thus, the table evinces the limitation of Proposition 5.4.7.

Instead of considering transversality between manifolds, we can evaluate the convergence of

CAPD under the non-tangential concept presented in Definition 2. According to [Andersson 2013],

non-tangential points at the intersection of two manifolds is less restrictive than the transversality con-

cept. Actually, the latter requires that the individual tangent spaces of the manifolds in a space must

generate the whole space, which is not necessary for non-tangential points. The authors show that the

convergence to a point at the intersection of two smooth manifolds can be ensured if the initialization

of the alternating projection algorithm is close to a non-tangential point in the intersection. This result

is shown in theorem below.

Theorem 5.4.8 [Andersson 2013] Let A, B and A ∩ B be C2-manifolds, and let x ∈ A ∩ B be a

non tangential intersection point of A and B. Given ε > 0 and cos(α(x)) < c < 1, where α(x) is

the minimal angle between A and B at x, there exists a ρ > 0 such that for any x(0) ∈ Bρ(x), where

Bρ(x) is the open ball of radius ρ around x, the sequence of alternating projections

x(k+1) = πAπB(x
(k)), (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .)

(i) converges to a point x⋆ ∈ A ∩B,

(ii) ‖x⋆ − πA∩B(x
(0))‖ ≤ ε‖x(0) − πA∩B(x

(0))‖,
(iii) ‖x⋆ − x(k)‖ ≤ cte ·ck‖x(0) − πA∩B(x

(0))‖.
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We are mainly interested in the result (iii). Indeed, x(k) → x⋆ as k → ∞. In order to apply the

result of [Andersson 2013] to our case, we must first prove under some conditions that there exists

at least a non-tangential point xr ∈ Mr ∩ N, for every r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R − 1}. This is shown in the

following proposition.

Proposition 5.4.9 Let T ∈ R
I×J×K be a rank-R tensor with factor A column-wise orthogonal. If

T has an essentially unique decomposition then any point xr ∈ Mr ∩ N, r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R − 1}, is

non-tangential.

Proof: Since the decomposition is essentially unique, the columns of B and C are unique up to

scalar factors and not collinear, otherwise the Kruskal’s rank of some factor matrix would equal to

1, implying non-uniqueness. Moreover, from Collorary 5.4.4, all points in Mr ∩ N are columns of

C ⊙B. Thus, it turns out that ∃ρ > 0 : Bρ(xr) ∩Mr ∩ N = {βxr}, ∀β ∈ R such that |β| < ρ.

Since the straight along xr is a linear space, we can conclude that TMr∩N(xr) = {γxr}, ∀γ ∈ R.

On the other hand, the uniqueness of xr ∈ Mr ∩ N within Bρ(xr) ensures that TN(xr) =

{γxr}, ∀γ ∈ R, which leads to TN(xr)∩TMr
(xr) = {γxr}, ∀γ ∈ R, since TMr

(xr) = Mr. Hence,

TMr
(xr) ∩ TN(xr) = TMr∩N(xr), at any point xr ∈Mr ∩N, for every r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R− 1}. �

Proposition 5.4.9 brings up a strong result that ensures the convergence of CAPD algorithm. The

only imposed constraint is the uniqueness of the decomposition, which is desired in practical applica-

tions.

5.5 Results on the orthogonal CP decomposition

In this section, we evaluate the performance of CAPD algorithm by numerical experiments. First, we

show how the distance between iterates of the alternating projection part of our algorithm decreases

as the number of iterations increases. Second, we will see that the convergence of a random tensor

with a column-wise orthogonal factor matrix is log-linear. Finally, we present the advantage of CAPD

with respect to the alternating projection method that computes the factor matrices all-at-once.

5.5.1 Iterates of CAPD algorithm for real tensors

We consider a sample of 1000 real tensors with the factor matrices generated as follows

• The entries of B and C are distributed according to a uniform measure in [−1, 1];

• For A, we first generate a random matrix with entries obeying a uniform distributed in [−1, 1],
and then set A as the left singular matrix of that random matrix, ensuring the orthogonality of

the factor.

Let ∆k = ‖x(k+1)
r − x

(k)
r ‖ be the norm of the difference between two successive iterates in

CAPD algorithm for some 1 ≤ r ≤ R− 1 at iteration k ≥ 0 . Since we have 1000 tensors, we replace

E{∆k} by the average value at iteration k. We assume the tensors have rank 4, so that we evaluate the
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algorithm by estimating 3 rank-1 components (the last component is obtained directly by performing

the deflation, as shown in Algorithm 7) for four scenarios.

Figure 5.1 shows for the scenarios where K = 3 that the average distance between iterates de-

creases as the rank of the tensor is reduced by deflation. For the scenario 20 × 20 × 20, the same

phenomenon is noted for 10−2 < E{∆k} < 10−6, which covers most of the range of the other sce-

narios. We also note from the last scenario that for tensors with all dimensions much larger than the

rank, the CAPD algorithm converges in a few iterations. Indeed, the iterates converge to zero4 in 60,

55, and 40 iterations approximately,for r equal to 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
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Figure 5.1: Convergence of the iterates of CAPD algorithm for rank-4 tensors.

Now, we pick randomly one tensor of the sample to show how the iterates converge as k increases.

We choose the scenario 5×4×3. In Figure 5.2, we see that the distance of iterates of CPAD algorithm

converges log-linearly to zero. Although we do not show other examples here, this behavior can be

noted for most of the tensors of our sample. Moreover, the log-linear convergence also depends on

the starting point x
(0)
r .

Contrary to the averaged result, we note that ‖x(k+1)
r −x

(k)
r ‖, for some k, does not decrease when

the rank decreases. Indeed, the convergence is slower when the rank of the tensor is only 2 (r = 3).

4It is the virtual zero or the floating-point relative accuracy of Matlab, whose value is 2−52.
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Figure 5.2: Convergence of the iterates of CAPD algorithm for a single rank-4 tensor.

5.5.2 Performance for complex tensors

Herein, we evaluate the performance of CAPD in terms of computational time and the percentage of

successful decompositions denoted by %p. We assume that CAPD delivers a correct decomposition

for a tensor T if ‖T − T̂ ‖ ≤ 10−6, where T̂ is the estimated tensor. We generate a sample of 500

complex tensors. The real and imaginary parts are uniformly distributed in [−1, 1], and the column-

wise factor A is the left singular matrix of a random complex matrix with uniform entries generated as

before. We simulate the same four scenarios as in the previous subsection. Table below summarizes

the results.

Scenario Average time (seconds) %p

5× 4× 3 0.7231 99.6

20 × 4× 3 0.7131 99

20× 20× 3 0.7942 100

20× 20× 20 0.2723 100

Table 5.2: Time and percentage of correct decompositions of CAPD for rank-4 tensors.

Notice that the average time of simulations for 20 × 20 × 20 tensors corroborates with the con-

vergence performance of iterates depicted in Figure 5.1, where we have shown that CAPD algorithm

converges very fast when the dimensions are much larger than the rank. Here, it results in a small

computational time compared to the other scenarios.

5.5.3 Simultaneous estimation of factors

As mentioned in Remark 5, the estimation of the factor matrices all-at-once might be performed by

using an alternating projection algorithm based on equation (5.2). Instead of initializing the vector
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c
(0)
r ⊠ b

(0)
r , we could initialize directly a Khatri-Rao matrix C(0)⊙B(0), and thus we would have the

following alternating projection problem

X(k+1) = πMπNR
(X(k)), (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .),

where

M =
{
X ∈ K

JK×R :
(
THTH+ − I

)
X = 0

}
,

and

NR = {X ∈ K
JK×R : X = C ⊙B, ‖X‖ = 1,∀B ∈ K

J×R \ {0} and ∀C ∈ K
K×R \ {0} }.

If the algorithm converged to a point in M ∩ NR so that the right factors B and C could be

properly estimated, then the factor A would be estimated by solving the matrix linear equation (5.2),

whose the least square solution is A = TH+(C ⊙B).

This approach presents two crucial drawbacks:

• The complexity of this all-at-once alternating projection algorithm is larger than that of the

CAPD algorithm. Indeed, the employment of an alternating projection algorithm to solve equa-

tion (5.2) is equivalent to employ R parallel alternating projection algorithms to solve R equa-

tions (5.3). Notice, however, that CAPD solves only R− 1 times the equation (5.3) .

• There is no guarantee that the estimated columns of the factors Â, B̂, and Ĉ be the same of A,

B and C. As the initialization C(0)⊙B(0) is actually R rank-1 initializations c
(0)
r ⊠ b

(0)
r (of R

parallel problems), some of those initializations can converge to the same point, which means

that the estimated matrices might have collinear columns. Indeed, this happens more often that

one can imagine.

In order to show the limitation of computing the factors all-at-once using the alternating projection

method, we count how many column factors are properly estimated for the matrices A, B and C. We

evaluate the following real and complex scenarios for a sample of 100 tensors: 15×10×5, 20×10×5,

20× 20× 5 and 20× 20× 20 tensors. For each tensor, we perform a random initialization.

Figure 5.3 shows that the estimation of all factors all-at-once using the alternating projection

method happens in a very few cases. In fact, the best scenario is the one with 20× 20× 5 real tensors,

in which only for 7 tensors it was possible to extract completely the factor matrices. In all scenarios,

the algorithm recovers 3 or 4 column factors of A, B and C in general. To increase the chances of

estimating the right columns factors, we could test more initializations. However we would run again

the algorithm, increasing though the number of operations to be computed. Therefore, CAPD is more

efficient than the all-at-once alternating projection computation.

5.6 Chapter Summary and Directions

This chapter finishes with the following conclusions and further directions:
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Figure 5.3: Tensors in which n column factors are correctly extracted with the all-at-once algorithm.

• CAPD algorithm. The alternating projection method combined with the deflation of rank-1

decomposable tensors arose as an alternative method to compute the exact CP decomposition

of an orthogonal tensor with a semi-unitary factor matrix.

• Extraction of factors with CAPD algorithm. We proved that CAPD algorithm extracts one

column of each factor matrix when the iterates of our proposed algorithm converges to a point

in the intersection of two manifolds.

• Transversality of points in CAPD algorithm. Under some conditions on the factor matrices B

and C, we showed that the convergence of the alternating projection part of the CAPD algorithm

to a point in Mr ∩ N is linear when the initialization of the algorithm is close to Mr ∩ N and

the transversality at points in the intersection of the manifolds Mr and N is satisfied. In that

case, we could evaluate how many columns factors can be extracted for different sizes and rank

of tensors.

• Non-tangential concept in CAPD algorithm. In order to drop the restriction on the dimensions

of tangent spaces of the manifolds under the transversality point of view, we used the concept

of non-tangential points. In this case, we proved that CAPD algorithm converges to the exact

decomposition when the initialization is close enough to Mr ∩N, for every 1 ≤ r ≤ R− 1.

• Performance of CAPD algorithm. From numerical simulations, we saw that the distance be-

tween iterates in the alternating projection part of CAPD decreases log-linearly to zero. We

also showed that the computation of factors using CAPD performs better than the computa-

tion of factors all-at-once using an other alternating projection method applied directly to the
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whole factor matrices. Indeed, it was shown that the complexity of CAPD is smaller and the

all-at-once method does not ensure the exact estimation of the factor matrices.

• Low approximation with CAPD. For future work, we intend to evaluate CAPD algorithm under

noisy scenarios. We already note that the deflation procedure compromises the estimation of the

factor matrices since one of the estimated rank-1 factors is not an exact component of the noise-

less tensor. We do not know exactly in which scenarios we can take advantage of CPDA when

compared with other standard algorithms, such as ALS and those described in [Sørensen 2012].





Conclusions

Main conclusions

We summarize the main conclusions of this thesis.

Chapter 2

• The computation of the best rank-1 approximation using the moment approach due to Lasserre

was compromised by the exponential growth of variables due to the problem relaxations, in

spite of the method has provided a certificate of global optimality. This variable drawback

limited simulations for real tensors of order 3 and dimension 2× 2× 2. A test with tensors with

dimension 3×3×3 showed that the computational time to compute a best rank-1 approximation

is approximately 30 minutes, which show the inefficency of the method.

• The proposed SeROAP algorithm is always at least as good as the ST-HOSVD algorithm (and

consequently as THOSVD) for three-way tensors. The mathematical proof was confirmed by

numerical experiments. Moreover, the computational complexity of SeROAP is smaller than

that of THOSVD and it is of the same order of the complexity of the ST-HOSVD algorithm.

• The proposed CE is an iterative algorithm to compute rank-1 three-way tensor approximations.

It presents small computational complexity than ALS algorithm when one dimension is suffi-

ciently larger than the other two dimensions. We saw that the approximate error and the number

of iterations needed to converge is smaller for CE in this scenario. We also presented some

theoretical results ensuring that the objective function of the rank-1 approximation problem

converges to a stationary value when CE is employed.

Chapter 3

• We proposed an iterative deflation algorithm to compute low rank tensor approximations whose

mainly idea is to update rank-1 components using successive rank-1 approximations. This

algorithm, called DCPD, is different to the method propose in [Cichocki 2009c] that updating

the factors of the tensors using ALS. With our approach, we saw by simulations that residuals

are quickly reduced, so that DCPD converges in a few iterations.

• We performed a study on the convergence of DCPD considering the best rank-1 approximation

of the components within. Three main results were presented: (i) the monotonic decrease of

a sequence of residuals; (ii) The recovering of an exact decomposition for DCPD when the

residuals obeys some geometric conditions; (iii) a conjecture about the existence of continuous

probability measures ensuring the convergence of DCPD with high probability.
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Chapter 4

• In our thesis, we dedicated a chapter for tackling multivariate quadratic systems. We showed

that this problem can be reduced to the best rank-1 approximation problem. Thus, some tensor

tools, such as iterative algorithms, can be employed to extract solutions of a particular system.

The reduction was proved for the real field. We also gave a list of advantages and drawbacks of

our tensor approach.

• We generalized the tensor approach of the real case for a specific but more general complex

system. We showed that our complex system can be reduced to a conjugated partially symmetric

rank-1 approximation problem.

• To compute a conjugated partially symmetric rank-1 approximation of a tensor, we proposed

an algorithm, called CPS, based on the stationary equations of (P9). We saw by numerical

experiments, that this algorithm can extract one complex solution of the system.

Chapter 5

• we proposed an algorithm, called CAPD, combining the alternating projection and deflation

methods to compute the exact decomposition of tensors with a column-wise orthogonal matrix.

• We showed that CAPD extracts all rank-1 components of the tensor if the iterates of the algo-

rithm converge to points at the intersection of two known manifolds.

• If some transversality conditions are satisfied, we showed that the iterates of CAPD converge to

a point at the intersection of manifolds. However, we saw that the transversality concept applied

to our problem does not ensure the extraction of all rank-1 components of a tensor.

• To overcome the restrictive condition imposed by transversality, we used the non-tangential

concept to show that the convergence of the CAPD algorithm can be ensured when starting

points (initialization of the algorithm) are close to the intersection of predefined manifolds.

Thus, the extraction of all rank-1 components is ensured.

• We also showed that the extraction of rank-1 components one-by-one is less computationally

complex than the estimation of the factor matrices all-at-once.

Perspectives

In the following, we draw the main directions for future works:

Chapter 2

• The employment of other algebraic geometry tools such as [Bucero 2014] to compute best rank-

1 approximations can outperform the Lasserre’s relaxation method, but it still concerns tensors

with small dimensions. The monomials of the objective of Problem 2.2 are sparse, so that we
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expect to improve the computational time to compute the best rank-1 approximation taking into

account their sparsity.

• SeROAP arose as a simple and efficient non-iterative algorithm to compute rank-1 approxi-

mations. In a future work, we intend to develop new strategies to tackle higher order tensors

outperforming SeROAP. We also have some ideas to improve SeROAP, such as finding better

approximations by looking for other rank-1 tensors from that one delivered by SeROAP.

• For the CE algorithm, we do not prove that it converges to a stationary point, but only that the

objective of the best rank-1 approximation problem converges to some value. The proof is still

a challenge.

Chapter 3

• The proof of Conjecture 3.2.8 is an open problem, even for some constrained cases (e.g. orthog-

onal tensors). We think that some tools in theory measure and algebraic geometry can gives us

some directions to overcome this problem.

Chapter 4

• There are some unanswered questions about the reduction of polynomial quadratic systems into

rank-1 approximation problems: (i) What are the conditions ensuring the equivalence between

problems (P1) and (P2)? (ii) What is the set of tensors at which the equality SP4 = SP5 holds?

We intend to tackle these two question soon.

Chapter 5

• We do not evaluate the CAPD algorithm under noisy scenarios. Actually, the theoretical results

only work for the exact CP decomposition. However, we intend to evaluate the impact of

noise on the estimation of factor matrices. An idea for mitigating the errors due to noise is to

approximate the unfolding matrix T [r] to a rank R− r + 1 matrix by computing the SVD. We

do not know yet whether this will be able to improve the estimations.
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Appendices

A.1 Iterative CP decomposition algorithms

This appendix presents the description of two iterative tensor decomposition algorithms used in our

simulations: ALS [Smilde 2005, Comon 2009b] and HALS [Cichocki 2009c]. These algorithms are

used to compute low rank CP tensor approximations.

In the following, the input parameter R denotes the rank of the output tensor. Assuming R0 is the

rank of the input tensor T , if R0 ≤ R, then the algorithms perform an exact decomposition. On the

other hand, if R0 > R, a lower rank-R approximation is computed.

Alternating least squares

The most commonly used algorithm for solving the CP decomposition is ALS [Smilde 2005]. The

goal is to update alternately each factor matrix in each iteration by solving a least squares problem

conditioned on previous updates of the other factor matrices. The implementation is quite simple and

it is detailed in Algorithm 8.

input : T ∈ K
I1×I2×···×IN : input data,

R: rank parameter.

output: A(n) ∈ K
In×R, for n = 1, . . . , N : factor matrices

Initialize A(1), . . . ,A(N)

repeat

for n = 1 to N do

V ← (A(1))TA(1)
⊡· · ·⊡(A(n−1))TA(n−1)

⊡(A(n+1))TA(n+1)
⊡· · ·⊡(A(N))TA(N)

A(n) ← T (n)(A(N) ⊙ · · · ⊙A(n+1) ⊙A(n−1) ⊙ · · · ⊙A(1))V +

end

until some stopping criterion is satisfied;

Algorithm 8: ALS algorithm

Hierarchical ALS

The Hierarchical ALS algorithm was originally proposed in [Cichocki 2009c] in the context of non-

negative matrix factorizations. Herein, we present its higher order version for complex tensors.
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input : T ∈ K
I1×I2×···×IN : input data,

R: rank parameter.

output: A(n) ∈ K
In×R, for n = 1, . . . , N : factor matrices

Initialize A(1), . . . ,A(N);

a
(n)
r ← a

(n)
r /‖a(n)

r ‖, ∀r, n = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1;

E = T −∑R
r=1 a

(1)
r ⊗ a

(2)
r ⊗ · · · ⊗ a

(N)
r ;

repeat

for r = 1 to R do

T [r] ← E + a
(1)
r ⊗ a

(2)
r ⊗ · · · ⊗ a

(N)
r ;

for n = 1 to N do

a
(n)
r ←
T

(n)
[r]

(
a
(N)∗
r ⊗ a

(N−1)∗
r ⊗ a

(n+1)∗
r ⊗ · · · ⊗ a

(n−1)∗
r ⊗ · · · ⊗ a

(2)∗
r ⊗ a

(1)∗
r

)
;

if n 6= N then

a
(n)
r ← a

(n)
r /‖a(n)

r ‖;
end

E ← T [r] − a
(1)
r ⊗ a

(2)
r ⊗ · · · ⊗ a

(N)
r ;

end

end

until some stopping criterion is satisfied;

Algorithm 9: HALS algorithm

A.2 Moment relaxation: a brief overview

Let the following optimization problem

pmin = inf
x∈K

p(x), (A.1)

where K = {x ∈ R
n : g1(x) ≥ 0, g2(x) ≥ 0, . . . , gm(x) ≥ 0}, with p(x), gi(x) ∈ R[x], for

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}.
According to Lasserre’s approach [Lasserre 2001], Problem (A.1) is equivalent to

pmin = inf
µ

∫

K

p(x)µ(dx), (A.2)

where µ is a probability measure on R
n supported by the set K. Note that p(x) =

∑
α pαx

α,

α ∈ N
n, so that it turns out that

∫
p(x)µ(dx) = pTy, where p is the vector of coefficients pα

abiding by some monomial order indexed by α, and y the sequence of moments of µ such that

yα =
∫
xαµ(dx). For more details about monomial orders refer to [Cox 1992], and on theory of

moments see [Berg 1987, Curto 1991, Putinar 1999].

Problem (A.2) can be formulated as
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pmin = inf
y

pTy

s.t. y0 = 1,

y is a sequence of moments with a representing measure on K.

(A.3)

For a sequence of moments, an infinite-dimensional moment matrix can be set up with entries

indexed by N
n, videlicet each element (α,β) of the matrix is given by yα+β, for α,β ∈ N

n

[Lasserre 2001].

Let M(y) be the moment matrix for y and define g(y) := M(y)g, with g the sequence of

coefficients of a polynomial g(x) whose entries are sorted according to the same monomial or-

der of y. The α-entry of g(y) is given by (g(y))α =
∑

β gβyα+β. From Lemma 4.2 within

[Laurent 2009], the last constraint in Problem (A.3) can be relaxed by the weak conditions M(y) � 0

and M(g
(y)
i ) � 0,∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, which leads to the following relaxed optimization problem

whose global solution is a lower bound for pmin.

pmom = inf
y

pTy

s.t. y0 = 1,

M(y) � 0,

M(g
(y)
i ) � 0,∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}.

(A.4)

Since it is not clear how to proceed with infinity matrices, the previous problem must be relaxed

by truncating the involved moment matrices. For this, define M t(y) the moment matrix for y ∈ N
n
2t

(the sequence of moments up to degree 2t). Let dp = ⌈deg(p(x))/2⌉, dgi = ⌈deg(gi(x))/2⌉ and

dK = max(dg1 , dg2 , . . . , dgm) (set dK = 1 if m = 0). For any integer t ≥ max(dp, dK), it follows

the sequence of SDP problems

pmom
t = inf

y
pTy

s.t. y0 = 1,

M t(y) � 0,

M t−dgi
(g

(y)
i ) � 0,∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}.

(A.5)

One clearly notes that pmom
t ≤ pmom ≤ pmin. Problems (A.5) can be viewed as moment hierarchi-

cal problems: as t gets larger, pmom
t is closer to pmom. The number of variables increases to

(
n+2t
2t

)
, as

long as the lexicographic monomial order is considered.

Next, we present two known theoretical results on moment relaxations whose main ideas boil

down to ensure an attainable infimum of Problems (A.5), and a certificate of optimality allowing to

extract global minimizers of Problem (A.1).

Proposition A.2.1 [Laurent 2009] If the ball constraint R2−∑n
i=1 x

2
i ≥ 0 is present in the descrip-

tion of the semialgebraic set K, then the feasible region of the relaxed problems (A.5) is bounded and

its infimum is attained.
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Theorem A.2.2 [Laurent 2009] Let t ≥ max(dp, dK) and Kp = {x ∈ K|p(x) = pmin}. Let also y ∈
N
n
2t be a global minimum of the problem (A.5). Assume card(Kp) < ∞ and ∃s s.t. max(dp, dK) ≤

s ≤ t and rank(M s(y)) = rank(M s−dK (y)). Then, pmom
t = pmin and VC(ker(M s(y))) ⊆ Kp.

To compute VC(ker(M s(y))), we can use the eigenvalue method in the multivariate case applied

to the ideal constructed from a flat extension of M s(y). More details is presented in [Henrion 2005].

The software GloptiPoly c© [Henrion 2003, Henrion 2009] implements the moment problems (A.5)

with the lexicographic basis, tests optimality and extracts global optimizers.
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